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Abstract
Lyme borreliosis (LB) is the most common tick-borne disease in the northern
hemisphere. The infection is caused by spirochaetes from the Borrelia (B.) burgdorferi
sensu lato (s.l.) group. The clinical outcome after B. burgdorferi s.l. infection differs
between individuals from asymptomatic infection without history of LB to individuals
who experience persistent symptoms post-treatment for more than six months after
treatment. The difference in clinical outcome is not thought to be associated with
persistent infection, but could instead be affected by the host’s ability to mount an
optimal immune response to the spirochaete.
The hypothesis of this thesis was that a strong inflammatory Th1-like immune
response is required in the early stage of infection in order to achieve both an optimal
eradication of the B. burgdorferi s.l. bacteria and a good clinical outcome. The
inflammatory response must be down-regulated by an anti-inflammatory response in
order to avoid excessive immune responses that will end in tissue injury. The proper
down-regulation will also protect against development of a chronic Th1-like
inflammatory response, with activated cytotoxic cells, which may lead to LB with
persistent symptoms post-treatment.
The thesis aimed to investigate the immunological mechanisms behind the optimal
resolution of human B. burgdorferi s.l. infection and to define the aberrant
mechanisms leading to development of persisting symptoms.
A prospective study on newly tick-bitten individuals showed that although 25% of the
collected ticks were infected with B. burgdorferi s.l. very few individuals bitten by
infected ticks developed LB (3.7%). In addition, 4.9% of the individuals bitten by
infected ticks developed asymptomatic infection, i.e. B. burgdorferi s.l.-specific
antibody seroconversion without LB. Approximately one third of all tick-bitten study
subjects reported self-experienced symptoms possibly associated with LB. Individuals
bitten by infected ticks were more likely to report experience of symptoms than those
bitten by uninfected ticks. Thus, only 8.6% of the individuals bitten by B. burgdorferi
s.l.-infected ticks were infected, verified by seroconversion, and out of them 57% were
asymptomatic.
A prospective study on EM patients showed that a good clinical outcome was
associated with a strong early Th1 immune response since EM patients with persistent
symptoms six months after treatment had reduced expression of Th1 cytokines in their
EM lesions compared with EM patients without symptoms.
The investigation of blood samples from newly tick-bitten individuals, for detection of
possible early immune biomarkers indicating good clinical outcome of LB, showed
that none of the investigated markers clearly discriminated between the individuals
who developed LB, asymptomatic individuals, or non-infected individuals. However,
1

tick-bitten individuals who developed asymptomatic infection showed an increase of
early Th1-associated biomarkers in blood compared to individuals who developed
clinical LB.
In an experimental study, Th2-immune-deviated mice had more pronounced clinical
signs of infection and could not eradicate the spirochaete as efficiently as non-deviated
B. burgdorferi sensu stricto (s.s.)-infected mice. Non-deviated B. burgdorferi s.s.infected mice showed a decrease of mRNA expression associated with Th2, antiinflammatory and Treg/Th1 responses during the course of infection, which suggested
a termination of the inflammatory response – something that was not seen in the
immune-deviated mice. Trends for increased expression of pro-inflammatory GM-CSF
and Treg marker Foxp3 in immune-deviated mice suggested on-going inflammation.
Non-deviated B. burgdorferi s.s.-infected mice showed increased systemic expression
of the Th1-associated CXCL9 and CXCL10 during the course of infection, while
immune-deviated mice showed an initial decrease in both chemokines at day 15 p.i.
compared with day 0 p.i.
In conclusion, the risk of developing LB after a tick bite is low, and no infection or
asymptomatic infection are the most common outcomes after a tick bite. The early
immune response in humans and the immune response towards B. burgdorferi s.s.
infection in mice support the hypothesis that a strong pro-inflammatory Th1 response
is needed for an optimal clinical outcome and eradication of bacteria.
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Introduction
Lyme borreliosis
History of Lyme borreliosis
Clinical manifestations of Lyme borreliosis (LB) were reported in Europe as early as
the end of the 1800s and the beginning of the 1900s (reviewed in (1)), including the
Swedish dermatologist Afzelius, who were the first to report about erythema migrans
(EM) (2). During the following decades the different clinical manifestations of LB
were linked with each other and were associated with an unknown bacterial agent
transmitted by Ixodes (I.) ticks (1). However, the research into the spirochaete family
of Borrelia (B.) burgdorferi sensu lato (s.l.) really took off in the 1970s, when reports
were made to the State Health Department about the occurrence of a disease,
misdiagnosed as juvenile rheumatoid arthritis, in several families in the county of
Lyme in the north-eastern USA (3). Steere et al. investigated 51 afflicted children and
adults and concluded after thorough investigations that the patients were all suffering
from an epidemic form of arthritis, “Lyme arthritis”, with a suggested infectious
aetiology (3). Characteristic of many of the patients was a preceding EM several
weeks before the onset of the arthritis. Soon afterwards, Steere et al. were able to show
that EM and Lyme arthritis (LA) were associated with bites from ticks (4). However,
the infectious agent was first discovered in 1982 by Burgdorfer et al. (5), who
successfully isolated B. burgdorferi s.l. spirochaetes from field-collected ticks.
Furthermore, they also suggested that this “new” bacteria was involved in the
aetiology of LB due to the bacteria’s ability to bind to immunoglobulins of LB patients
(5). Soon after the discovery, several groups from both North America and Europe
showed that the spirochaete could be isolated from field-collected ticks as well as from
blood, EM lesions, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) samples of LB patients (6–10). This
further strengthened the finding that the tick-borne spirochaete B. burgdorferi s.l.
group transmitted the LB disease during a tick bite.
The vector
Four hard tick (Ixodidae) species transmit B. burgdorferi s.l. spirochaetes to mammal
hosts. The ticks I. scapularis and I. pacificus are present in eastern and western North
America, respectively. I. persulcatus is present in a wide area stretching from Japan to
the Baltic Sea (11) while I. ricinus is present in Europe, from Northern Scandinavia to
the Maghreb (North Africa) and from Ireland to European Russia (12).
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Figure 1. An adult female Ixodes ricinus tick. (Courtesy of Pontus Lindblom, Linköping
University, Sweden).

The four tick species live on the forest floor because of the humidity and the low risk
of desiccation. The ticks climb onto the low lying vegetation, e.g. grass, and quest for
a host for their blood meal (9). I. ricinus ticks can use over 300 small and large
mammals, birds and reptile species for their blood meal (9). Larvae and nymphs tend
to infest smaller hosts (e.g. rodents, birds, insectivores, reptiles, lagomorphs) for blood
meal while the adult ticks quest on higher vegetation and tend to infest larger hosts
(deer, sheep, wild boar) (12). Humans, on the other hand, are dead-end hosts for
spirochaetes.
The ticks have four life cycle stages (egg, larva, nymph and adult) during their
approximately 2 year life cycle and need a blood meal between each stage in order to
moult into the next developmental stage. The female adult tick needs a blood meal in
order to lay eggs before dying (9). Transmission of B. burgdorferi s.l. occurs during
the blood meal (11). Hatched larvae are B. burgdorferi s.l.-uninfected, or at least
transovarial transmission occurs very rarely, except for the relapsing fever-associated
B. myamotoi that can be found in newly hatched larva (13). Experimental studies have
shown that the duration of attachment required for efficient transmission of
spirochaetes to the host differs between the genotypes of B. burgdorferi s.l. (14). B.
burgdorferi s.s. need at least 48 h of I. ricinus or I. scapularis attachment to the host
for transmission (14–16) compared to B. afzelii that needs I. ricinus attachment to host
for 17-48 h before transmission occurs (14,17).
Borrelia burgdorferi sensu lato
The Borrelia spp. consists of two phylogenetic groups - the group of bacteria causing
relapsing fever, and the B. burgdorferi s.l. group causing LB (12).
B. burgdorferi s.l. is gram negative-like bacteria, 10-30 μm in length and 2-0.3 μm in
diameter (5,18). A major difference between gram negative bacteria and B.
burgdorferi s.l. is that the latter express a great quantity of lipoproteins on its outer cell
8
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membrane instead of the gram negative lipopolysaccharide (LPS) (19,20). The bacteria
have 7-11 flagella located in the periplasmic space, in contrast to other bacterial
flagella, and attached to the bacteria’s ends (12). The B. burgdorferi s.l. genome is
unique amongst bacteria species with its relatively small linear chromosome
(approximately 900 kbp) and numerous linear and circular plasmids (9-62 kbp). The
chromosomes encode proteins involved in protein synthesis, energy metabolism and
transport across the membranes, while the plasmids contain genes for most of the
surface lipoproteins, many of which are involved in the interaction with vector but also
involved in infection and immune evasion (9).

Figure 2. Borrelia burgdorferi sensu lato spirochaetes dyed with FITC. (Courtesy of
Kristina Nilsson-Ekdahl, Linnéuniversitetet, Kalmar, Sweden).

The B. burgdorferi s.l. group consists of 18 different species but only five has been
shown to be human pathogenic; B. afzelii, B. garinii, B. burgdorferi sensu stricto (s.s.)
(the only pathogenic species in North America), B. bavariensis (former B. garinii
OspA type 4) (21) and B. spielmanii (22–24). There are also a few reports that suggest
B. valaisiana (25–27), B. bissettii (27–30) and B. lusitaniae (31) could be pathogenic
for human. Although the distributions of B. burgdorferi s.l. genospecies vary in
different geographical areas in Europe, B. afzelii and B. garinii are the two most
common and widely spread species (32,33). Four of the pathogenic species are
associated with different clinical manifestations. B. afzelii is usually found in skinassociated manifestations, while B. garinii and B. bavariensis usually cause NB and B.
burgdorferi s.s. often is associated with LA (21,25,34–36). Rodents are the reservoir
for B. afzelii and B. bavariensis while birds are reservoirs for B. garinii and B.
valaisiana (6–9,37,38). Both rodents and birds are reservoirs for B. burgdorferi s.s..
One explanation for this division of the genotypes was shown by Kurtenbach et al.
9
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(10) where rodent sera were borreliacial for B. garinii while avian sera were
borreliacial for B. afzelii.
Epidemiology
LB, Lyme disease in North America, is the most common tick-borne infection in
Europe and North America (39). The estimated mean annual number of LB cases per
100,000 (both notified cases and qualified estimations) are > 65,400 cases in Europe,
>16,300 in North America, >3,400 in Asia and seven in Maghreb (North Africa) (40).
These numbers are not exact due to that several countries, including Sweden, lack
mandatory notification of LB cases, and due to differences in definition of both LB
cases and LB diagnostics. There are some hyperendemic areas with annual incidence
of LB > 100 cases per 100,000 inhabitants in Europe. The hyperendemic areas in
northern Europe are the Swedish southern County of Blekinge with mean annual
incidence of 464 EM cases (41) and the Åland Islands with an annual incidence of
>1,100 LB cases each year since 2004 (42). Other hyperendemic areas are several
north-eastern counties in Germany with annual incidences of approximately 300 LB
cases and Slovenia as a whole with annual incidence of >200 LB cases (40).
The majority of annual LB cases in Europe occur from June to July which suggest that
most infections are transmitted to the human host during late May and June (40). Few
LB cases occur from January through April in Sweden (41,43). The EM cases in
southern Sweden peak in July-September (41,43) while the other LB manifestations
peaked in September (43). LB can affect all ages but the incidence of LB usually have
a bimodal age distribution, with highest incidence in children 5-9 years old (40,43) and
adults 60-74 years old (43). No significant difference in LB incidence were found
between men and women in the Berglund et al. study, however Bennet et al. reported
that the incidence of EM cases were higher in women than men (41), and reinfection
seem to occur more often in women (44,45).
The reported prevalence of B. burgdorferi s.l. in ticks that have bitten humans is 1632.8% (46,47). However, the risk of developing symptoms possibly associated with
LB is 4.1% (47) and to develop asymptomatic infection or clinical LB is 8.2% (46).
Clinical manifestations and diagnosis
The clinical manifestations of LB can be divided into early and late stages of disease.
Early localised infection is recognised by the presence of either EM or Borrelial
lymphocytoma while early disseminated infection is characterised by multiple EM,
neuroborreliosis (NB) or LA. The late stage of LB is characterised by late NB, LA or
development of Acrodermatitis chronica atrophicans (ACA) in the skin (39).
EM is the most common clinical manifestation of LB and occurs in 70-90% of the LB
cases (21,43,48). The skin lesion occurs days to weeks after a tick bite and is
10
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characterized by a red or bluish-red expanding rash, at least five centimetres in
diameter, with or without a central clearing. This rash expands over days or weeks.
EM is diagnosed only by the occurrence of an expanding EM at the site of the tick
bite. EM patients may also have non-specific symptoms such as fatigue, fever,
headache, stiff neck, arthralgia and myalgia (49).
Borrelial lymphocytoma is a rare, early, and clinical manifestation characterised by a
painless bluish-red nodule containing an intense B cell infiltrate. The lymphocytoma is
usually found on the ear lobe, nipple or scrotum. The borrelial lymphocytoma is more
frequent in children than in adults. The lymphocytoma is diagnosed by occurrence of
lymphocytoma on ear lobe, nipple or scrotum, supported by a history of EM or other
LB manifestation or by positive serology. Histological examination is needed in some
cases, especially when lymphocytoma occurs on locations other than ear lobe, to rule
out malignancy (21).
ACA is a chronic, long-lasting and often progressive skin condition that occurs months
to years after infection and is characterised by red or bluish-red lesions on outer
extremities. The skin is discoloured and swollen during the early stage of ACA but
changes to become permanently atrophic, often accompanied with sclerodermic
changes. Bones and peripheral nerves below the atrophic skin may also be affected.
High concentrations of B. burgdorferi s.l.-specific IgG antibodies are found in patients
with ACA. (49) ACA is diagnosed by histological examination together with positive
serology and is supported by isolation of spirochaetes from the involved skin (21).
Early neurological manifestations of NB occur weeks to months after infection and
manifest as meningitis, facial palsy, cranial neuritis and radiculitis. More long-lasting
NB manifestations are encephalomyelitis, radiculitis and chronic meningitis. Untreated
early NB can persist for months and may result in sequelae after resolved infection.
The diagnosis of NB is based on the presence of symptoms associated with NB (such
as meningitis, facial palsy, cranial neuritis and radiculoneuritis), mononuclear
pleocytosis in CSF and intrathecal production of B. burgdorferi s.l.-specific antibodies
(49).
LA is characterised by acute and recurrent but brief attacks of synovitis in one or
several joints, often the knees. High levels of B. burgdorferi s.l.-specific IgG
antibodies are present in the sera and the synovial fluid in LA patients (49,50).
Diagnosis of LA is based on medical history and clinical features, exclusion of other
causes of arthritis and positive serum B. burgdorferi s.l.-specific IgG antibodies. LA
diagnosis is supported by detection of B. burgdorferi s.l. DNA in synovial fluid or
tissue (21).
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Asymptomatic infections
Asymptomatic B. burgdorferi s.l. infection, i.e. infection without development of LB,
seems to occur quite frequently (46,51–53). The mechanisms behind whether B.
burgdorferi s.l. infections will development into asymptomatic infection or into LB are
mostly unknown. A proposed explanation is that non-invasive B. burgdorferi s.l.
strains may not be able to induce persist long enough in the host to cause disease (54).
Persistent symptoms post-treatment
LB is treated successfully with antibiotics in the large majority of cases (39,55–58).
However, patients with late LB manifestations (NB, LA and ACA) can recover slowly,
weeks to months after treatment. Some patients may have non-specific persistent
symptoms after LB (59–66) due to unknown mechanisms. Such persistent symptoms
are called post-Lyme syndrome and can be defined as LB that is treated with
antibiotics and ended with resolution or stabilisation of clinical manifestations, but
non-specific symptoms are present more than six months after LB diagnosis. The most
common non-specific symptoms are fatigue, myalgia, arthralgia, head ache, cognitive
problems and decreased functional activity. However, post-Lyme syndrome does not
include patients with active untreated co-infections, active untreated LB or presence of
other diseases/conditions such as fibromyalgia and chronic fatigue syndrome (67,68).
Possible explanations for the unknown mechanisms behind post-Lyme syndrome are
other tick-borne infections, natural resolution of symptoms after treatment, irreversible
tissue damage, post-infective fatigue syndrome, autoimmune mechanisms or caused by
other conditions/diseases (64,65,68). However, one should bear in mind that the nonspecific symptoms that are present during post-Lyme syndrome are quite common in
the general population too (56,64,68).
Persistent B. burgdorferi s.l. infection seems not to be the explanation for the
persistent symptoms (60,64,68). Further supporting the non-existence of persistent
infections are several studies on duration of antibiotic treatments that showed that
prolonged antibiotic treatments did not show any beneficial outcomes compared to the
standard antibiotic regimens (39,57,60).
Treatment
All LB cases, irrespective of which sort of LB manifestation occurs, are treated with βlactam or tetracycline antibiotics. The β-lactam groups (e.g. penicillin V and
cephalosporines) kill bacteria by binding to and inhibiting enzymes that are important
for the bacteria’s peptidoglycan synthesis, and thus for the bacteria’s building and
maintenance of its cell wall. This inhibition of peptidoglycan synthesis will ultimately
result in cell death. Tetracyclines (e.g. doxycycline), on the other hand, reversibly
inhibit bacterial synthesis in general by binding to the 30S ribosome which blocks the
binding of tRNA to the ribosome (69). The Swedish recommendations for treatment
12
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regimens for adult EM patients are penicillin V (or doxycycline in case of penicillin
allergy or suspected co-infection) treatment for 10 days, for NB and LA patients 14
days of doxycycline or ceftriaxone (cephalosporine) treatment, and for ACA patients
21 days of doxycycline or penicillin V treatment (50).
Co-infection
In addition to B. burgdorferi s.l., ticks transmit several other tick-borne bacteria, as
well as tick-borne parasites and viruses, which all can cause disease in the host (e.g.
humans). Humans can be infected by tick-borne pathogens such as the bacteria
belonging to the Rickettsia group, Anaplasma phagocytophilum, Francisella tularensis
(70), the protozoan parasite Babesia (71) and the tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) virus
(72). Common for all these tick-borne pathogens are the similarities in the
symptomatic infections. They can all manifest with non-specific symptoms such as
fever, fatigue, general malaise, headache, myalgia and arthralgia (70–72). These
symptoms may also occur in LB patients (71). Ticks can be coinfected with different
pathogens and coinfection in humans with one or more tick-borne pathogens have
been reported (reviewed in (71)). The similar non-specific symptoms that may occur
during LB and may occur during other tick-borne infections could probably affect the
clinical outcome of LB if the non-specific symptoms in a coinfected patient are only
associated with LB.
Detection methods
There are several laboratory techniques that can be used for detecting B. burgdorferi
s.l. in specimens from LB patients. The clinical laboratory use four different
approaches for direct detection i.e. detecting presence of intact B. burgdorferi s.l.
spirochaetes or spirochaete DNA or proteins. The approaches are culture, microscopebased assays, detection of B. burgdorferi s.l.-specific proteins or nucleic acids (73). B.
burgdorferi s.l. can be isolated and cultured from tissues and body fluids from LB
patients ranging from tissue biopsies to CSF, blood and synovial fluids (reviewed
further in (73)). Clinical specimens from LB patients can be analysed either
qualitatively or quantitatively by detecting B. burgdorferi s.l. nucleic acid with
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assays. Microscope-based assay are not optimal for
clinical laboratory use due to that some assays require access to fluorescence
microscope and due to the subjective reading and interpretation. Serology assays is an
indirect detection of B. burgdorferi s.l. by detection of B. burgdorferi s.l.-specific
antibodies in blood, synovial or CSF fluids. It is the most commonly used detection
method for B. burgdorferi s.l. in clinical laboratories. Culture is not used in the clinical
routine due to the labour-intensive and slow-growing culture. Due to the low
sensitivity of PCR assays in detection of spirochaete DNA in CSF and blood samples
PCR assays are not commonly used in the clinical laboratory. Finally, the serology
also has its limitations due to lack of standardisation and a large amount of available
assays with different antigenic compositions and different detection of
immunoglobulin classes (73).
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Immunology
Pathogenic bacteria, viruses and other microorganisms are a constant threat to humans
and other mammals. The immune system has evolved to combat these threats and uses
its ability to discriminate between self and non-self to destroy infectious microbes but
avoid damaging the host's tissues. The human immune system consists of three parts.
The first parts are the anatomical (skin, mucosal epithelia) and physiological barriers
(low stomach pH and bacteriolytic lysozymes in body secretions) of the host (74). The
second part is the innate system that responds within hours to foreign antigens, and the
third part is the adaptive system that needs approximately a week to respond properly
to infectious microbes due to the time consuming production of antigen-specific cell
populations. Another difference between the innate and adaptive immune systems is
that the innate system recognises a limited set of conserved common structures in
microbes since their recognition mechanisms are germ line-encoded, while the
adaptive system uses a somatic recombination of gene segments in order to utilise the
vast diversity of antigen-specificity for its recognition of pathogenic antigens. The
cells of the adaptive system can also develop into memory cells after resolution of
inflammation. These memory cells “remember” and respond more rapidly and stronger
to repeated exposures to the same microbe (74,75).
The innate immune system
The innate immune system consists of immune cells such as phagocytes (neutrophils
and macrophages), dendritic cells (DC) and natural killer (NK) cells. Complement
proteins, natural antibodies and acute-phase reactants are all blood proteins that have
important functions in the immune response. Another group of proteins, called
cytokines, are also of great importance since the immune system uses them as a signal
substance between both immune and tissue cells to regulate and coordinate the
immune response (75).
The innate immune response
Tissue resident immune cells (macrophages, dendritic cells, mast cells and endothelial
cells) become activated by their membrane bound or cytoplasmic pattern recognition
receptors (PRR), such as Toll-like receptors (TLRs), scavenger receptors, NOD1/2 and
NLRPs. Common for all these receptors is that they recognise conserved common
microbial structures and products, i.e. pathogen-associated molecular patterns
(PAMPs), such as nucleic acid, proteins (flagellin), cell wall lipids (LPS and
lipoteichoic acid) and carbohydrates (mannan). The host's own damage signals,
damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) from the infection site or from sterile
inflammation (caused by e.g. burns, chemical toxins and trauma) are also recognised
by the innate immune cells. These DAMPs can be stress-induced proteins such as heatshock proteins, crystals or nuclear proteins present outside of the nucleus.
The binding of PAMPs and DAMPs to the PRRs activates signal transduction and
leads to intracellular signalling cascades that result in effector functions such as
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phagocytosis and production of inflammatory mediators. The earliest inflammatory
mediators that are produced are the cytokines tumour necrosis factor (TNF),
interleukin (IL)-1β and IL-6 and the chemokines CXCL1, CXCL8 and CCL2, which
initiate the inflammatory response (75).
The inflammatory mediators activate the endothelial cells near the site of
infection/tissue injury in order to change the expression of plasma membrane receptors
on the endothelial cells. The changed expression of receptors will facilitate recruitment
of circulating leukocytes to the infection/tissue injury. The cytokines from the tissueresident cells also increase the permeability of the nearby blood vessels and the
leukocytes can squeeze through the vessels and migrate chemotactically towards the
site of infection/injury. Neutrophils are the first recruited leukocytes, and they are
present hours before monocytes. This may be due to the expression of different
chemokine receptors; neutrophils express the chemokine receptors CXCR1 and
CXCR2 that bind e.g. the very early chemokine CXCL8, while inflammatory
monocytes express the chemokine receptor CCR2 that binds other chemokines. Due to
the permeability of the vessels, plasma proteins such as complement, antibodies, and
acute phase reactants will also accumulate at the site of infection/injury (75).
Regulation of the innate immune response
The inflammatory mechanisms of the innate immune system can be harmful for the
host’s own tissues and must therefore be regulated when activated and shut off when
no longer needed. Several regulating mechanisms are induced during, or shortly after,
the induction of the inflammatory response. The cytokine IL-10 is an example of an
immune regulator (75,76). IL-10 is expressed by macrophages and DCs both in vitro
and in vivo, and by neutrophils in vivo. Its production is induced after TLR stimulation
(77). The cytokine inhibit the production of several proinflammatory cytokines,
including IL-1β, IL-6 and TNF, by activated monocytes/macrophages and neutrophils
(78). IL-10 also inhibit production of several CC and CXC chemokines that are all
involved in recruitment of neutrophils, monocytes, dendritic cells and T cells.
Monocytes/macrophages ability to produce MMPs and expression of both MHC class
II antigens and costimulators are also inhibited by IL-10. The latter effects affect the
cell’s ability to function as T cell-activating APC. Upregulation of FcγR expression on
monocytes correlates with enhanced phagocytizing ability although IL-10 decreases
the ability to generate oxidative burst. IL-10 induces differentiation of immature DCs
into macrophage-like cells that exhibit an enhanced ability to phagocytize but reduced
ability to activate T cells.
In addition, IL-10 enhances the production of IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1RA) in
activated macrophages and neutrophils. The IL-1RA is a homolog to IL-1β but
inactive (78). IL-1RA competitively inhibits IL-1β by binding to the type I IL-1
receptor. In addition, the type II IL-1 receptor, which cannot transduce signals, may
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also function as a negative regulator by competitively binding up the secreted IL-1β.
Another example of negative regulators is the cellular mechanism of autophagy, which
is a process of organelle degradation by engulfing cytoplasmic contents within
membrane-bound vesicles that fuse with lysosomes in order to degrade the vesicle
contents. In this way, the autophagy process can regulate the amount of secreted IL-1β
and IL-18 by regulating the amount of cytosolic PRRs (75,76).
The adaptive immune system
The adaptive immune system consists of the T cell- and the B cell-mediated immunity.
In addition, soluble molecules such as antibodies and cytokines are also involved in
the adaptive immune response. The T and B cells undergo somatic recombination of
their receptor genes during cell development which generates T and B cells that all
have unique variations of the receptors (TCR and BCR, respectively), and therefore
each cell is highly antigen-specific. The adaptive immune responses are delayed
compared to the innate responses due to the requirement of clonal expansion of the
activated cell in order to be able to mount an adequate adaptive response towards the
pathogen (75,79).
T cell activation
Mature naive T cells circulate through the body, passing through lymphoid organs.
The activated and mature antigen-presenting cells (APCs), mainly dendritic cells
(DCs), from the site of infection migrate to the T cell zones of draining lymph nodes
where they present a processed peptide from cytosolic antigens on their major
histocompatibility (MHC) class I complexes and endocytosed antigens on their MHC
class II complexes for recognition by CD8+ T cells and CD4+ T cells, respectively. The
interaction between the TCR and the antigen-MHC complex is the first activation
signal for T cells, while co-stimulators (e.g. CD3, CD4/CD8 and CD28) and integrins
act as the second activation signal by stabilising the interaction between the TCR and
the MHC complex and enhancing the signal transduction. There are also inhibitory
receptors (e.g. CTLA-4) present on the T cell membrane. These receptors regulate the
activation of the cell (75,79). The cell activation gives rise to an intracellular signal
cascade, which results in the activation of the transcription factors NFκB, NFAT and
AP-1 (80). Together the transcription factors regulate genes involved in the expression
of cytokines, cytokine receptors, and survival proteins, and they also promote cell
proliferation (clonal expansion) and induce differentiation to effector and memory
cells (75,79).
T cell immunity
The T cell immunity is mediated by the CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. CD4+ T cells activate
other leukocytes or enhance their effector function while CD8+ T cells kill infected
cells in a cytotoxic manner (75).
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B cell activation
B cells can be activated in a T cell-dependent or -independent way. The BCR is a
complex of immunoglobulin (Ig) molecules that binds antigens (proteins,
polysaccharides and lipids) which activates the cell. In T cell-dependant B cell
activation, follicular B cells present antigen peptides on their MHC II complex to
activated Th cells. The activation of B cell occurs when CD40 ligand on T cells bind
to CD40 on B cells and T cell-derived cytokines binds to their receptors on the B cell.
The activated B cells differentiate into short-lived plasma cells, which have not gone
through somatic mutation and therefore will secret low-affinity antibodies. Other B
cells will, in the presence of follicular helper T (Tfh) cells, differentiate into memory B
cells and long-lived plasma cells that goes through somatic mutation in order to
isotype-switch into production of high-affinity IgA, IgG or IgE antibodies. The T cellindependent B cell activation, on the other hand, occurs when antigen polysaccharides
or lipids bind to the BCRs on the marginal zone or on the tissue resident B-1 B cells.
These B cells also need a second signal, such as TLR signals or complement fragment
C3d on opsonised microbes, for optimal activation. C3d bind to the coreceptor CR2 on
B cells (75,79).
B cell immunity
The B cell immunity is mediated by secreted antibodies and their interactions within
the immune system. The effector functions of antibodies are to bind to the surfaces of
extracellular microbes and toxins in order to cover them and neutralise them, resulting
in blocking the ability of the pathogen to bind to the host’s cellular receptors. Another
effector mechanism of antibodies is the activation of the classical pathway of the
complement system. Antibodies can also opsonise microbes in order to enhance
phagocytosis by phagocytes (75,81).
Regulation of the innate immune response
IL-10 can be produced by all four major Th cell subtyps (76,82–84) and by CD8+ T
cells (77). The IL-10 production is induced by the same signals that occur in the Th
cells during Th differentiation and in the CD8+ T cell after TCR activation,
respectively. In addition, both IL-21 and IL-27 can enhance the IL-10 expression by
Th cells, while IL-21 enhances the IL-10 production in CD8+ T cells (77). T cells are
strongly affected by IL-10 due to the cytokines’ downregulatory effects on APCs. But
IL-10 also directly affects T cells, e.g. T cells activated in the presence of IL-10 can
be induced to enter an anergic state. However, IL-10 stimulates CD8+ T cells and
induces their recruitment, proliferation and cytotoxic activity (78).
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Figure 3. An illustration of the immune response against microbes or tissue injury. Step 1.
Microbes or danger signals activate the APCs. Step 2.The activated APCs phagocytize the
microbe and produce inflammatory mediators. Step 3. The antigens activate the complement.
Activated APCs migrate to a lymph node, where it activates naïve T cells. The naïve B cells
become activated when they recognise antigens. Both cell types differentiate and proliferate.
Step 4. Mature T cells migrate out to the infected tissue, where it enhances the effector
functions of APCs. Secreted antibodies also enter the site of infection, where they opsonise
or neutralise antigens. APC: antigen presenting cell.

Neutrophils and macrophages
The function of neutrophils and macrophages are to recognise phagocytise and kill
microbes.
Neutrophils are the most abundant but short-lived (about six hours) immune cells in
the blood. The cells contain two different types of granule, the secretory specific
granules that contain cytotoxic enzymes (lysozyme, collagenase and elastase) and
azyrophilic granules that are lysosomes containing enzymes and microbicidal
molecules (defensins and cathelicidin) (75).
Circulating monocytes finish their differentiation when they enter tissues and become
mature, i.e. differentiate into macrophages. In addition to the killing of microbes,
macrophages also clean up the environment in the tissues by ingesting dead host cells,
such as dead neutrophils, after infection or tissue injury and apoptotic cells.
Macrophages are one kind of antigen-presenting cells (APCs), i.e. the cell can activate
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T cells by presenting microbial antigens. More specifically, macrophages activate T
effector cells that have migrated into the site of infection. (75). Macrophages can be
divided into two different subsets, the classically activated (M1) and the alternatively
activated (M2) macrophages, due to the received stimulation. Macrophages that are
activated by microbes, T helper (Th)1 cells and IFN-γ become M1 cells that are
involved in inflammation and are microbicidal. Macrophages that are activated by the
Th2 cytokines IL-4 and IL-13 become M2 cells that are involved in tissue remodelling
and fibrosis but also are anti-inflammatory (75).
The neutrophils and macrophages eliminate the invading pathogens by ingestion via
phagocytosis. The phagocytised microbes are destroyed in phagolysosomes and at the
same time, peptides from the destroyed microbes will be presented on the MHC
molecules for presentation to T cells in order to initiate the adaptive immune response.
The phagocyte oxidase enzyme is induced and activated by IFN-γ and TLR signals,
and assembles in the phagolysosome membrane, where it reduces O2 into reactive
oxygen species (ROS) during the respiratory burst which results in conversion of
unreactive halide ions into reactive hypohalous acid (halogen oxyacid) that is toxic to
microbes. Reactive nitrogen species, mainly nitric oxide (NO), are also produced in
the cytosol after stimulation by IFN-γ and TLR signals. The released NO gas freely
diffuses and can go in to phagolysosomes where, together with ROS, it kills the
microbe. In addition, activated phagocytes produce several proteolytic enzymes in
their phagolysosomes in order to destroy microbes (75).
Dendritic cells
DCs originate from the same precursor cells as monocytes and are widely distributed
in all tissues. The cells, like phagocytes, express PPRs and respond after activation by
microbes with secretion of cytokines. The majority of the DCs are conventional DCs,
which just like other APCs, phagocytise recognised microbes and migrate to lymph
nodes in order to activate naïve T cells. The smaller DC population is called
plasmacytoid DCs and recognise viral nucleic acid and respond with production of
type I IFNs, which result in an anti-viral immune response. DCs express a larger
amount of and more different types of PRRs than other cells. The plasmacytoid DCs
especially express an abundance of endosomal TLRs that recognise nucleic acid from
viruses. Conventional DCs are the most important cells for naïve T cell activation. The
DCs will, depending on microbe, stimulate T cell differentiation into different T
effector cells, e.g. IFN-γ producing Th1 cells or IL-17 producing T helper (Th)17 cells
(75).
NK cells
Originate from the same progenitor cells as T and B cells but express germ lineencoded receptors just like other innate cells. The NK cell has cytotoxic granules in
the cytoplasm. The granules contain cytotoxic granzymes and pore-forming perforin,
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which are both released on the cell surface on targeted cells resulting in apoptosis of
the infected cell. NK cells recognise infected cells due to the latters altered or absent
expression of MHC class I but also due to activating signals from the NKG2D
receptors bound to MICA/B on infected or tumour cells (81). The recognition of
infected cells activates NK cells, which will produce and secret cytokines (e.g. IFN-γ)
and release cytoplasmic granule contents. The granule contents are the cytotoxic
granzymes and pore-forming perforins that, when released on the cell surface on
targeted cells, cause apoptosis of the infected cell. Infected cells can have an
expression of antigen molecules on the cell surface, which are recognised by
antibodies. These antibody-coated target cells activate the NK cell through the binding
of the antibodies to the Fc receptors on the NK cell. This process is called antibodydependent cellular cytotoxicity (81).
Innate lymphoid cells
Innate lymphoid cells (ILCs) are the name for several newly discovered cells that
share common phenotypic and functional features. These cells are morphologically
similar to lymphoid cells but lack the rearranged antigen receptors of the latter cells.
There are different subtypes of ILCs, ranging from ordinary NK cells to RORγt+ ILCs
that produce Th17-associated cytokines (IL-17 and IL-22) and ILC2 that produce Th2associated cytokines (IL-5 and IL-13). NK cells are the cytotoxic ILCs, while RORγt+
ILCs are involved in lymphoid organogenesis, tissue repair and innate immunity
against bacteria. The ILC2s are involved in the innate immunity against extracellular
parasites. Both the RORγt+ ILCs and ILC2s are found in the intestinal mucosa were
they are involved in both the intestinal immunity and the epithelial homeostasis (85).

T helper cell subsets
Th cells orchestrate the adaptive immune responses, mainly by their secretion of
cytokines, which activate and recruit target cells (86). The Th cell population is
divided into several T cell subtypes that are recognised by their characteristic cytokine
profiles, and by their different expression of Th cell-associated transcription factors
(figure 4). The differentiation into the different Th subsets depends on the cytokine
milieu during the activation of the naïve CD4+ T cells. Innate cells, including APCs,
produce different cytokines depending on the encountered PAMPs (87).
The Th1 cells are important during infections caused by intracellular pathogens and
extracellular bacteria. The main cytokines that are produced by Th1 cells are IFN-γ,
IL-2, Lymphotoxin and Lymphotoxin α. Th1 cells preferentially express the
chemokine receptors CXCR3 and CCR5 (86). IL-12p70 produced by APCs stimulates
activation of the transcription factor transducer and activator of transcription 4
(STAT4). STAT4 activates the expression of the transcription factor T-box expressed
in T cells (T-bet). Activation of T-bet result in production of IFN-γ and IL-12Rβ2, the
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latter the prerequisite for the functional IL-12-receptor. IL-27 also activates T-bet
resulting in increased T-bet and IFN-γ expression, while IL-18 upregulates IL-12Rβ2
(88). APC-derived IL-12p70 will both induce further IFN-γ production and sustain the
IL-12Rβ2 expression in the Th1 cells. IFN-γ is also important for sustained expression
of IL-12Rβ2 (86). The produced IFN-γ will in turn stimulate enhancement of the
effector functions of macrophages, neutrophils and NK cells (88).
The Th2 cells are involved in the immune response against extracellular parasites such
as helminths, but are also important in allergic reactions. The cells produce, amongst
others, the cytokines IL-4, IL-5, IL-9 and IL-13. CD25 (IL-2Rα) is expressed in higher
levels on Th2 cells compared to Th1 cells. Th2 cells express the chemokine receptors
CCR3, CCR4, CCR8 and CRTh2.Newly activated naïve CD4+ T cells that are
stimulated with IL-4 will start to differentiate into Th2 cells by activating STAT5,
which upregulate the expression of both the transcription factor GATA-3 and the IL4Rα (86). The produced IL-4 and IL-13 induce IgE class switch in B cells. The
produced IL-5 recruit, activate and enhance the function of eosinophils (88).
Th17 play an important role in the immune response against extracellular bacteria and
fungi and is involved in the induction of many organ-specific autoimmune diseases
(86). The cells are enriched at epithelial barrier sites such as skin, lungs and intestine.
The Th17 cells are found at inflamed sites early in the immune response where they
orchestrate the innate response, e.g. recruit neutrophils (87). The Th17 cells produce
the cytokines IL-17A, IL-17F, IL-21 and IL-22. Th17 cells express high levels of IL23R and express the chemokine receptors CCR6 and CCR4 (86). Transforming growth
factor (TGF)-β together with IL-6 induces Th17 differentiation of newly activated Th
cells by activation of STAT3 (88), which is followed by the upregulated expression of
both the retinoic acid receptor-related orphan receptor (ROR)C and IL-23R (89). IL-21
can replace IL-6 in the induction of RORC expression. The Th17 produced IL-23 is
important for the Th17 survival and functions (86). IL-17A induces production of
many proinflammatory cytokines, IL-6 and CXCL8. Both IL-17 cytokines recruits
neutrophils. IL-21 stimulates Th17 differentiation (86).
The majority of the T regulatory cells (Tregs) mature in thymus, not in the peripheral
tissues and lymphoid organs like the naïve CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. These thymusderived Tregs are called natural Tregs (nTreg). However, some T effector T cells are
induced to develop into Tregs in the peripheral tissues and are therefore called induced
Tregs (iTregs). Both Tregs express TGFβ and IL-10 (87). The nTregs also express
high and constitutive levels of CD25 compared to other activated T cells (86). TGFβ is
important for the nTreg development and differentiation since it induce the expression
of the important Treg transcription factor forkhead protein (Foxp) 3. TGFβ induce
iTreg differentiation in naïve mouse CD4+ T cells when the cytokine milieu is absent
from proinflammatory cytokines (86). Tregs are thought to suppress effector cells in
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four different ways, both with soluble molecules and with direct cell-cell contact. The
Treg cells can use IL10 and TGFβ to suppress cells or induce apoptosis in cells by
secretion of granzyme and perforin. The Tregs can also disrupt the metabolism of
target cells by e.g. CD25-dependent deprivation-mediated apoptosis, or target DCs and
suppress their maturation by MHC class II-mediated suppression or CTLA4-mediated
induction of IDO production in the DCs (90).
The different Th subsets cross-regulate each other by suppressive mechanisms. IFN-γ
and IL-4 mutually suppress each other, and thereby suppress Th2 and Th1
differentiation, respectively, in CD4+ T cells. TGFβ suppress both Th1 and Th2
differentiation, while both IFN-γ and IL-4 suppress the Th17 differentiation. Some of
these cross-regulations occurs on the transcriptional level, e.g. T-bet (Th1) suppress
GATA3 (Th2) function. Tregs express RORC due to TGFβ stimulation, but the Foxp3
expression in Tregs seem to suppress RORC expression (86).

Figure 4. Simplified view of the cytokines involved in T helper cell differentiation. Each T
helper cell expresses chemokine receptors and secretes cytokines.

Cytotoxic CD8+ cells
CD8+ T cells, like NK cells target and kill infected host cells. These T cells are
activated in the lymph nodes by antigens presented on MHC class I molecules on
APCs. The activation is followed by clonal expansion and differentiation before
migration into the infected tissue. Mature CD8+ T cells are activated by binding to the
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MHC class I presented antigen on infected cells (91). The CD8+ T cells will during this
immune synapse secret its granule contents. The secreted perforin and granzyme will
induce apoptosis of the target cell in the same manner as with NK cells. CD8+ T cells
can also kill target cells by binding of the CD8+ T cell’s Fas ligand to the target cell’s
Fas receptor, which induce apoptosis. CD8+ T cells also express the cell activating
NKG2D receptor that is expressed on all cytotoxic cells (75).
γδT cells
About 1-10% of the circulating T cells in a healthy adult are γδT cells, Vγ9Vδ2 T
cells. γδT cells (Vγδ1T cells) are also present in other compartments, especially the
epithelia in the small intestine (92). The germ line repertoire of the genes for the γ and
δ chains of the T cell receptor is small, but the diversity of the γδ TCR is at least as
large as the αβ TCR repertoire. Activation of γδT cells does not occur through
presentation of antigen peptides by APCs’ MHC class molecules. The cells are
activated by binding of phosphorylated microbial metabolites to the TCR in a PRRlike manner (Vγ9Vδ2 T cells) or through binding of stress-induced molecules such as
MICA/B and lipids antigens (Vγδ1T cells). The effector functions of γδT cells are
similar to those of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells since the γδT cell can exert cytotoxic
activity through death receptor/death ligand and perforin/granzyme pathways and
secretion of cytokines (mainly proinflammatory Th1-like cytokines) on microbes and
tumour cells. In addition, Vγ9Vδ2 T cells also express the cell activating NKG2D
receptor (92).
B cells
B cells are lymphocytes that after recognition of extracellular antigens differentiate
into plasma cells. The plasma cells produce and secrete antibodies against the
recognised microbes. The antibodies can be of different Ig classes (IgD, IgA, IgE IgG
and IgM) but all Ig molecules have a common core structure with only the antigenbinding regions being highly variable (75).
Natural antibodies, mostly of the IgM subclass, are present in the circulation of normal
individuals and are thought to be produced in a T-independent antibody response by
B1 cells upon stimulation by bacteria that colonise the gastrointestinal tract, and by
marginal zone B cells in lymphoid tissue. These natural antibodies recognise a limited
number of specific common molecular carbohydrate and lipid patterns on microbes or
stressed and dying cells (75).
Complement system
The complement system consists of more than 25 plasma, cell-surface proteins and
complement regulatory proteins and its purpose is to target and mark pathogens for
destruction. Many of the complement proteins are proteinases that are activated by
proteolytic cleavage. Activation of the complement system can occur through the
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classical pathway with antigen-antibody complexes on microbial surfaces binding to
the complement protein C1q, through the alternative pathway by direct deposition of
C3 on the microbial surface, or through the lectin (mannose binding) pathway by
binding of mannose-binding lectin to the microbial surface. All three pathways result
in a proteolytic activation cascade ending up with the formation of the membrane
attack complex that kills microbes by osmotic lysis. Another function of the
complement is C3b opsonisation of microbial cell surfaces, which result in enhanced
neutrophil and macrophage phagocytosis. The C3a, C4a and C5a complement
fragments induce acute inflammation by activating mast cells and neutrophils. The
complement system causes intense local inflammation, and therefore need to be
regulated in order to avoid harming the host. Several plasma proteins (e.g. factor H)
and membrane proteins inhibit the complement activation to protect the host (75,80).
Cytokines
Cytokines are a large group of proteins that can be secreted by many different cell
types. They play an important role in both the innate and adaptive immune responses.
Cytokine production is initiated after cell activation and they are rapidly secreted, but
since they are short lived, they are also rapidly degraded. The cytokines are used as a
way for the cells’ to communicate with each other, both near and far, without need of
direct cell-cell contact. Cytokines can act on many different cell types or have many
biological effects (pleiotropic), but many cytokines may have the same action
(redundancy). Cytokines can also stimulate or inhibit production of other cytokines or
they can have antagonising or additive (synergic) effects (75).

Table 1. Cytokines analysed in this thesis.
Cytokine
Mainly
Actions
produced by
Macrophages, Stimulate growth
GMT cells
and differentiation
CSF
of neutrophils,
monocytes,
dendritic cells
Macrophages, Macrophage
IFN-γ
NK cells,
activation, increased
NKT cells,
expression of MHC
Th1 cells,
molecules, Ig class
CD8+ T cells, switch, promote Th1
B cells
development,
promote cytotoxic
activity, supresses
Th2
Macrophages, Fever, T cell and
IL-1β
epithelial
macrophage
cells
activation
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Paper Reference

neutrophils,
monocytes,
DCs

III

(81)

Macrophages,
T cells,
B cells

II, III

(81,93)

Macrophages,
T cells

IV

(81)
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IL-2

Activated
T cells, DCs,
NK cells,
NKT cells

IL-4

Th2 cells,
basophils,
eosinophils,
mast cells,
NKT cells,
γδT cells
Endothelial
cells,
fibroblasts,
monocytes/
macrophages,
T cells
Epithelial
cells,
keratinocytes,
DCs, B cells,
monocytes/
macrophages
T cells,
APCs,
NK cells

IL-6

IL-7

IL-10

Monocytes,
IL12p40/40 macrophages,
DCs,
neutrophils,
microglia
Monocytes,
ILmacrophages,
12p70
DCs,
neutrophils,
microglia
Monocytes,
IL-15

Proliferation of
effector B and T
cells,
development of
Treg, differentiation
and proliferation of
NK cells,
B cell growth factor
Induce Th2
differentiation,
B cell activation IgE
class switch

T cells,
NK cells,
B cells

III

(93)

T and B cells

II, III

(93)

T and B cell growth
and differentiation,
fever, acute phase
protein synthesis

T cells,
B cells,
hepatocytes

IV

(81,93)

Growth of pre-T and B, T and NK
pre-B cells
cells

III

(81)

Immune
suppression:
downregulation of
MHC class II and
costimulators,
inhibit expression of
proinflammatory
mediators, increase
IgG4 production
Inhibition of Th1

T cells,
APCs,
NK cells,
mast cells,
granulocytes

II, III

(93)

T cells,
NK cells

III

(94)

Th1 cell
differentiation,
cytotoxicity

Th cells,
NK cells

II, III, (93)
IV

T cell and NK

T cells, NK

III

(81,93)
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IL-17A

IL-22

IL-23

IL-27

IL-35
TNF

keratinocytes,
skeletal
muscle cells
Th17 cells,
CD8+ T cells,
γδT cells,
NK cells,
neutrophils

growth, cytotoxicity

cells, NKT
cells, CD8+ T
cells
Induce expression of Epithelial,
proinflammatory
endothelial
cytokines,
cells,
chemokines and
fibroblasts
metalloproteases,
neutrophil attractant
Th17 cells,
Induce acute-phase
Keratinocytes,
NK cells
proteins,
hepatocytes
proinflammatory
agents, epithelial
barrier
Macrophages, Induce proliferation Th17,
DCs
of Th17 memory
macrophage
cells, increase IFN-γ
production
Macrophages, Induce IL12R via T- T cells,
monocytes,
bet induction,
NK cells
DCs,
induce IL-10
endothelial
production
cells
Treg cells
Immunosuppression T cells
Neutrophil,
Promote
Hepatocytes,
T cells,
inflammation,
endothelial
NK cells,
endothelial
cells,
endothelium, activation
dendritic cells
mast cells

III

(81,93)

III, IV (81,93)

III

(81,93)

IV

(81,93)

III
IV

(93)
(81,88)

Chemokines
Chemokines are a family of over 50 human cytokines specialized in attracting and
stimulating the movement of leukocytes. The chemokine family is divided into four
groups according to their location and number of N-terminal cysteine residues. The
largest groups of chemokines are the CC and the CXC groups. Both CC and CXC
chemokines are produced by leukocytes, but also non-immune cells such as
endothelial cells, epithelial cells and fibroblasts. Secretion of chemokines is often
triggered by recognition of PAMPs on the cells’ PRRs. Chemokine production is also
stimulated by the inflammatory cytokines IL-1β and TNF, and several CC chemokines
are produced by T effector cells. The binding of chemokines to their receptors results
in an intracellular signalling that causes the activation of protein kinase C and
increased intracellular Ca2+. These changes induce both cytoskeletal changes, which
increase the cell motility, and conformation changes of integrins in the plasma
membrane (75).
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Table 2. Chemokines analysed in this thesis.
Chemokine Actions
Main target
promotes Th1
Monocytes,
CCL3
immunity
macrophages, DCs,
activated T cells (Th1),
NK cells
promotes Th1
Monocytes,
CCL4
immunity
macrophages, activated T
cells (Th1), NK cells,
DCs
Promote Th1
Monocytes,
CCL5
immunity;
macrophages, Th cells,
attract and
NK cells, DCs,
degranulation :
eosinophils, basophils
eosinophils, basophils
Attract dendritic cells, DCs, naïve T cells
CCL18
naïve T cells
Attract T and B cells
DCs, activated T cells, B
CCL20
cells
Attract T cell and
DCs, Th2, NK, skinCCL22
basophil
homing T cells
Activate neutrophils,
Neutrophils, naïve T
CXCL1
fibroplasia,
cells, fibroblasts
angiogenesis
Attract, activate and
Neutrophils, naïve T cells
CXCL8
degranulate
(IL-8)
neutrophils,
angiogenesis
Attract NK and Th1
Th1, NK
CXCL9
cells
Attract NK and Th1
Th1, NK
CXCL10
cells
Attract NK and Th1 Th1, NK
CXCL11
cells

Paper Reference
III
(81,95,96)

III

(81,95,96)

III

(81,95,96)

IV

(95,97)

III, IV (95,97)
IV

(75,95)

IV

(81,95)

IV

(81,95,96)

III, IV (95,98)
III, IV (95,98)
IV

(95,98)

Other immune markers
Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) is a family of enzymes that regulates inflammatory
and tissue repair processes. The MMPs are secreted or anchored to cell surfaces. One
of MMPs functions is to degrade extra cellular matrix (ECM) (99).
Calprotectin is an antimicrobial protein found in large amounts in the cytoplasma of
neutrophils. The protein can act chemotactic for neutrophils when secreted. Secreted
calprotectin also have antimicrobial functions and can inhibit several MMPs (100).
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Table 3. Other immune markers analysed in this thesis.
Immune
Mainly produced
Actions
Targets
marker
by
Calprotectin Neutrophils,
macrophages,
monocytes

MMP-3

Keratinocytes,
fibroblasts,
chondrocytes

MMP-8

Macrophages,
neutrophils, plasma
and T cells,
epithelial and
endothelial cells
etc.
Macrophages,
Neutrophils, DCs,
T, B, NK epithelial
cells, connective
tissue cells

MMP-9

Sequester
zinc, inhibits
MMPs and
microbial
growth
Degrade
ECM

Degrade
ECM

Degrade
ECM

Paper Reference

Microbes,
MMPs

IV

(101)

E.g.
collagen
III-V, IXXI
E.g.
collagen IIII, V, VII,
VIII, X

IV

(102)

IV

(102)

E.g.
collagen I,
III-V, VII,
X, XII

IV

(102)

The immune response against B. burgdorferi s.l.
Transmission
The outer surface proteins (Osp) A and OspB on the spirochaete outer membrane are
important for B. burgdorferi s.l. attachment to the tick receptor for OspA in the tick
midgut (103,104). During tick feeding, the spirochaete, due to changes in pH and
temperature to more “mammal-like” conditions, change its gene expression of surface
molecules and OspA is downregulated while OspC expression becomes upregulated.
These changes of expression result in migration of spirochaetes from the midgut to the
tick salivary glands (105). OspC seems to be important for the spirochaete
transmission since it has been shown that OspC-deficient spirochaetes were unable to
colonize ticks and infect mice (104,106).
Tick saliva
The tick saliva that is injected into the host during tick feeding contains substances that
impair haemostasis, host immunity and wound healing (12). Some of the salivary
substances are protease inhibitors that impair neutrophil chemotaxis, integrin
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expression and ROS generation (107,108). Other salivary substances impair
macrophage activation or inhibit complement activation (109,110).
B. afzelii-stimulated mouse splenic DCs exposed to I. ricinus saliva showed decreased
expression of TNF due to the saliva’s ability to suppress TLR2 signalling pathways. In
contrast, IL-10 expression was enhanced in these cells (111). DCs ability to
phagocytise B. afzelii and to produce TNF, IL-6 and IL-10 (the latter first after 48h)
were decreased when cells were exposed to saliva from I. ricinus. In addition, the
induction of proliferation and IL-2 production in CD4+ cells by B. afzelii-exposed DCs
were also decreased in presence of tick saliva (112). The mRNA expression of several
antimicrobial peptides, TNF and the chemokine CCL2 in response to B. burgdorferi
s.s. N40 strain inoculation were dampened when the spirochaetes were inoculated into
mouse skin in presence of tick saliva (113). Tick saliva contains an IL-2-binding
protein that inhibits T cell proliferation in vitro (114). Prostaglandin E2 in the tick
saliva reduces IL-12p70 and TNF production in DCs and suppress DC-induced Th cell
proliferation and IL-2 production but increases the production of IL-10 (115).
Dissemination from the site of tick bite
Spirochaete survival and replication in the host’s dermis involves adaptation to the
increased temperature, pH change, differences in nutrient composition and exposure to
antibodies and complement proteins (12). After transmission into the mammal host B.
burgdorferi s.l. multiply in the dermis (116) and start to express adhesins on its outer
membrane in order to disseminate through the extracellular matrix (ECM) from the
site of the tick bite. These adhesins binds to host decorin, fibronectin,
glycosaminoglycans and plasminogen in the ECM, but can also bind to platelets and
integrins on e.g. endothelial cells (reviewed in (117)). In addition, B. burgdorferi s.l.
induces expression and release of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) in vitro, which
may further facilitate dissemination through ECM, due to the degradation of the ECM
(118). In vivo, MMP-9 was shown to be upregulated in EM lesions (119) and increased
levels were found in CSF of NB patients (120).
Spirochaetes seem to remain locally in the skin for several days. The delayed
dissemination is hypothesised to be due to a re-programming of the spirochaetal gene
expression. Changed protein expression could facilitate nutrient acquisition, evasion of
the immune response and upregulation of proteins that are required for dissemination
in the host (12).
B.burgdorferi s.l. immune evasion
OspC binds to the tick protein Salp15 in the tick salivary glands, which facilitates
transmission into the host because of Salp15’s ability to inhibit antibody-mediated
killing and CD4+ T cell activation (121–124).
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Another salivary protein in I. scapularis ticks is I. scapularis anti-complement (Isac),
which inhibits the complement system (110). Vertebrates express complement
regulatory proteins such as factor H and factor H-like protein (FHL-) 1. These proteins
inactivate the C3b complement protein and thereby prevent C3b deposition on the cell
membrane (125). B. burgdorferi s.l. can also by itself inactivate the C3b complement
protein by binding of the spirochaete expressed complement regulatory-acquiring
surface proteins (CRASPs) and OspE-related proteins (Erps) to the host complement
regulators Factor H and Factor-H-like proteins (126–130). B. burgdorferi s.l. subtypes
have different susceptibility to the host’s complement. B. afzelii is complementresistant, B. garinii is complement-sensitive and B. burgdorferi s.s. is intermediately
sensitive (128,131,132).
B. burgdorferi s.l. also tries to evade the host’s immune system by use of antigenic
variation, i.e. changing the expression of membrane-bound proteins by up- and
downregulation in order to avoid immune reactions. The lipoproteins variable major
protein-like sequence expressed (VlsE) and Osp A-C go through antigenic variation
during infection (133–136). The antigenic variation of the vlsE gene occurs during
mammal infection through random recombination of the vlsE gene, which continually
creates new vlsE gene variations (137,138).
B. burgdorferi s.l. requires zinc not iron for growth, which could help the spirochaete
to avoid host immune mechanism of iron deprivation (139).
Co-cultures of macrophages and viable B. burgdorferi s.s. and in vivo analyses of IL10 upregulation after B. burgdorferi s.s. inoculation suggest that the spirochaete can
suppress early macrophage responses by stimulating the release of IL-10 from host
cells (140).
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Figure 5. The interaction between Borrelia burgdorferi sensu lato and the host’s immune
responses. The spirochaete can block or inhibit immune components in order to protect itself
from killing. Antigenic variation and binding to Salp15 (tick salivary protein) protect against
antibodies, binding to complement regulatory components (e.g. Factor H) inhibit the
complement system, and stimulation of IL-10 production suppress the APCs.

Immune response against B. burgdorferi s.l.
All B. burgdorferi s.l. subtypes activate both the classical and the alternative pathways
of the complement system (128,132). The complement protein C5 is not essential for
antibody-mediated protection from B. burgdorferi s.l. in mice (141). In contrast, C3
deficient mice had high spirochaetal burden in tissues (142,143). Taken together, these
experimental studies suggest that complement opsonisation, which facilitates clearance
of spirochaetes by phagocytes, play a role during B. burgdorferi s.l. infection, rather
than complement-mediated lysis of spirochaetes.
B. burgdorferi s.l. spirochaetes tethered to platelets moved across platelets with the
mean crossing speed 1.636 μm/min. The spirochaete moved the fastest when it reached
an approximately speed of 2800 μm/min, which can be compared to the approximately
speed of 20 μm/min that neutrophils are moving (144–146). Neutrophils and
monocytes seem to have a limited ability to ingest unopsonised B. burgdorferi s.l. in
vitro and seem to only kill extracellular spirochaetes (147). Opsonised spirochaetes are
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rapidly cleared by neutrophils (147,148). In contrast, mature macrophages phagocytise
and kill both opsonised and unopsonised spirochaetes in phagolysosomes
(147,149,150). Human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) recognise B.
burgdorferi s.s. by the heterodimer TLR1/TLR2 (151). Mannose receptors on DCs
have been shown to be highly upregulated after activation by spirochaetes. The
mannose receptor may facilitate the phagocytosis of B. burgdorferi s.l. by monocytes
and macrophages (152). PRR activation by B. burgdorferi s.l. induces intracellular
signalling cascades that activates the cells, and activates transcription factors such as
NFκB that will start transcription of inflammatory genes (reviewed in (153)). In vitro,
B. burgdorferi s.l. Osp proteins stimulate, through host PRRs, PBMC and mast cells to
produce proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-1β, IL-6; IL-12p70, TNF, IFN-γ (154–
159), anti-inflammatory IL10 (160), chemokines CCL3, CCL4, CXCL8 (154) and
induce production of several MMPs (161).
B. burgdorferi s.l. stimulates proliferation of B cells and production of antibodies
(162). The opsonising and complement activating IgG1 and IgG3 dominate during B.
burgdorferi s.l. (163,164).
Human Vδ1 γδ T cells in synovial fluid respond to B. burgdorferi s.l. lipoproteins and
lipopeptides and induce maturation of DCs, resulting in secretion of IL-12p70 and
upregulation of costimulatory molecules (165–167). Synovial γδ T cells also exhibit
cytotoxic activity against synovial cell types in the presence of B. burgdorferi s.l.,
which help to reduce the inflammatory response (12). NKT cells can become activated
in vitro by B. burgdorferi s.l. through CD1d binding to the spirochaete (168). The
NKT cells can activate NK cells, DCs, T cells and B cells. Absence of CD1d and NKT
cells result in higher spirochaetal burden and enhanced arthritis in mice during the
early course of B. burgdorferi s.l. infection (169). Kinetic study of cytokine induction
in mice showed that disease-resistant BALB/c mice produced IFN-γ earlier in the
course of infection than disease-susceptible C3H mice and IL-4 was a sign of arthritis
resolution (170).
Characterisation of EM lesions from LB patients showed infiltrate predominated by T
cells, monocytes/macrophages, DCs, a few B cells and occasional neutrophils (171–
173).The dominant cytokines in EM lesions were IFN-γ and IL-6 (172), while the
dominating mRNA expression were proinflammatory with detection of IFN-γ, TNF,
IL-1β and IL-6 mRNA, but also anti-inflammatory IL-10 mRNA expression
(173,174). In addition, mRNA expression of Th1-associated chemokines CXCL9-11
was also found in the EM lesions. Taken together, these findings suggest that the
immune response in EM lesions is proinflammatory Th1-like.
Dissemination of B. burgdorferi s.l. occurs via direct tissue invasion and through a
blood-borne route (12). Studies on human NB have shown that induction of MMPs
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may allow B. burgdorferi s.l. to invade neural tissue. Production of CXCL11 and
CXCL13 contributes to the cell recruitment of T cells and B cells, respectively, into
the CSF. The CSF pleocytosis consist of mainly B cells with smaller fractions of T
cells and monocytes (12). Intrathecal production of B. burgdorferi s.l.-specific
antibodies and complement proteins suggest that the immune response in CSF is
localised (12,125,175). Previous studies from our group indicate that Th1/Th17
immune response predominate in human NB (175–179), and is eventually followed by
an anti-inflammatory response (176,180).
Furthermore, a good clinical outcome of B. burgdorferi s.l. infection is associated with
strong early Th1-like immune responses in studies that compared immune response
between LB patients with good clinical outcome and patients with persistent
symptoms six months post-treatment (180–183). Furthermore, the strong early Th1
response was followed by upregulation of Th2 response in patients with good clinical
outcome while patients with persistent symptoms had a persistent Th1 response
(176,180). Increased number of TNF-secreting blood-derived DCs in asymptomatic B.
burgdorferi s.l.-infected individuals compared to NB patients, and elevated levels of
IL-12p70 from PBMCs of asymptomatics compared to controls, further indicate that a
strong proinflammatory Th1 response against the bacteria seem to be associated with a
good clinical outcome (182). Taken together, the findings of a Th1 predominating
immune response against B. burgdorferi s.l. and the association of a strong early Th1
response with good clinical outcome of LB provided the basis for the hypothesis of
this thesis.
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Aims and hypothesis
Hypothesis
A strong inflammatory Th1-like immune response is required in the early stage
of infection in order to achieve both optimal eradication of the Borrelia
burgdorferi sensu lato bacteria and clinical outcome. The inflammatory response
must be down-regulated by an anti-inflammatory response in order to avoid
excessive immune responses that will end in tissue injury. The proper downregulation will also protect against development of a chronic Th1-like
inflammatory response, featuring activated cytotoxic cells, which may lead to
Lyme borreliosis with persistent symptoms post-treatment.

Overall aim
The overall aim was to investigate the immunological mechanisms for optimal
resolution of human Borrelia burgdorferi sensu lato infection and to define the
aberrant mechanisms leading to development of persistent symptoms.

Specific aims
To investigate
 the risk of developing LB after a bite by a B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected tick
 the occurrence of asymptomatic B. burgdorferi s.l.-infection after a bite by
a B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected tick
 whether differences in the early local cytokine expression is associated
with clinical outcome of EM
 the presence of possible early immune biomarkers in blood from newly
tick-bitten persons during the early events of inflammation caused by B.
burgdorferi s.l. and association with clinical outcome
 differences in activation of the T-cell subsets Th1, Th2, Th17, cytotoxic
T-cells and Treg subsets in an experimental model between immunedeviated and non-deviated B. burgdorferi s.s.-infected mice in relation to
clinical signs of infection.
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Tick-Borne Diseases (TBD) Sting study
The aims of the TBD Sting study are, among others, to investigate the risk of
developing LB after bite a by a B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected tick; the occurrence of
asymptomatic B. burgdorferi s.l. infections; whether spirochaete numbers and elapsed
time before tick removal correlate with development of LB; the prevalence of B.
burgdorferi s.l. in ticks that have bitten humans; and to investigate the possible
correlation between the quantity of spirochaetes in the tick and development of LB.
The inclusion criteria for those participating in the study were that they should be aged
18 years or older, newly tick-bitten, they had brought the tick to the first visit to the
primary health care (PHC) centre, and had signed an informed consent. The exclusion
criterion was being on antibiotic treatment during the time of inclusion. Individuals
who suffered from similar symptoms to those associated with LB or who were
receiving treatment for diseases that would require immunomodulating medications
were not excluded but were stratified into specific subgroups.
The study collection was initiated in November 2006 and is to date still on-going.
Study subjects are recruited by advertisements on local television, in newspapers, in
local grocery stores, libraries, pharmacies, etc. Between June 2007 and January 2008,
the population served by nine PHC centres in the County of Östergötland in the southeast of Sweden and the Department of Infectious Diseases at the University Hospital in
Linköping were asked to participate in the study if they had recently been bitten by a
tick. Since the first year, the study has expanded, and at the time of this thesis includes
approximately 60 PHC centres distributed over five southern counties in Sweden (the
counties of Jönköping, Kalmar, Skåne, Västra Götaland and Östergötland), two
counties in the middle of Sweden (the counties of Dalarna and Dalsland) and one
county in the northern part of Sweden (the county of Västerbotten). The study area
also includes the inhabitants in the whole of County Blekinge (southern Sweden), and
in addition one PHC centre in the southern County of Aust-Agder in Norway and the
inhabitants of all archipelago municipalities in the Åland Islands, Finland.
At the time of inclusion, the recruited newly tick-bitten study subjects brought their
tick/s to their PHC centre, where they signed an informed consent for study
participation, answered a standardized questionnaire with relevant questions, and
provided blood samples. The participants were asked to return to the PHC centre for a
follow-up visit three months later for new blood sampling, collection of new ticks that
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had bitten the subjects (from 2008 and onwards), and to answer a second health
questionnaire. All collected material and questionnaires were sent to the University
Hospital in Linköping for processing and storage. Study subjects were told to contact
health care if they experienced any illness or symptoms possibly associated with the
tick bite during the study period. Medical records from such visits were retrieved and
scrutinised by three physicians in the TBD Sting study group (PF, DN, JS), all with
long experience of diagnosing LB, in order to give a final judgment concerning proper
clinical diagnosis of LB.

Subjects (papers I-II, IV)
In total 584 newly tick-bitten individuals or LB patients were included in this thesis
(table 4). Eighteen of the study subjects in paper I were also included in paper IV.
Table 4. The clinical outcome of the study subjects included in papers I-II and IV.

Paper I
Risk of
developing LB
(n=341)

Paper II
Prospective
study of EM
(n=88)

Paper IV
Early
biomarkers
for LB
outcome
(n=155)

1b
4
60

88
-

15
1
1
1
28
54

276

-

55

341

88

155

Clinical
outcome
EM
NB
Lymphocytoma
LB
Asymptomatic
Controls
Bite by infected
ticka
Bite by
uninfected ticka
Total

a Study subjects did not develop LB or seroconvert during the study time.
b The study subject was bitten by an uninfected tick, thus the developed EM was caused by a
tick that was not collected.
LB, Lyme borreliosis; EM, erythema migrans; NB, neuroborreliosis
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Papers I and IV
All study subjects included in these two papers were recruited from the on-going TBD
Sting study that was initiated in 2007. All newly tick-bitten individuals who were
included in the TBD Sting study during 2007 and who completed their participation,
by attending the three month follow-up visit were included as study subjects in paper I.
Fifty-three of the 394 newly tick-bitten individuals were excluded, leaving 341 study
subjects who completed the study.
The study subjects in paper IV were also recruited from the TBD Sting study,
participating during 2007-2009 (table 5). However, we actively selected study subjects
fulfilling the criteria of being bitten by a B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected tick and who,
during the study period, developed clinically diagnosed LB (LB patients) or
seroconverted but did not develop LB during the period (asymptomatics). In addition
to subjects who developed LB or seroconverted we also recruited ”controls”, i.e. study
subjects who did not develop LB or seroconvert after a bite by B. burgdorferi s.l.infected or uninfected ticks, ending up with the first set of 78 subjects divided into four
groups (first set of subjects, table 5). The controls were used as controls for the
possible influence the tick itself and the actual tick bite might have on the host's
immune system. One of the 78 study subjects had to be excluded after analysis,
leaving us with a set of four study groups (first set of samples shown in table 5). When
more subjects were recruited to the TBD Sting study, another 78 subjects were
included (second set of subjects shown in table 5) in paper IV in order to repeat the
analyses and confirm the previous results.
Table 5. The study subjects in paper IV.
Group
Definition

1
LB +
B. burgdorferi
s.l.-infected tick

2
Seroconversion
+
B. burgdorferi
s.l.-infected tick

3
B. burgdorferi
s.l.-infected tick
- LB or
seroconversion

First set of study subjects
11
10
27
Number
9/2
5/5
21/6
Sex
(female/male)
62 (45-74)
65 (51-79)
59 (24-79)
Age, mean
(range)
Second set of study subjects
7
18
27
Number
4/3
9/9
18/9
Sex
(female/male)
64 (48-74)
66 (55-81)
62 (30-86)
Age, mean
(range)
LB, Lyme borreliosis; B. burgdorferi s.l., Borrelia burgdorferi sensu lato
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4
B. burgdorferi
s.l.-uninfected
tick – LB or
seroconversion
29
18/11
62 (20-87)

26
18/8
61 (26-81)
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Paper II
In total, 109 patients with newly discovered EM who were receiving care at Åland
Central hospital, Finland were included in paper II. The inclusion criteria were a
minimum age of 18 years old and the clinical finding of a circular, expansive skin
rash, >5 cm in diameter. A previous tick-bite and EM-associated symptoms such as
fever, myalgia, arthralgia and fatigue supported diagnosis. None of the patients had
received antibiotic treatment for the current EM before the inclusion. The patients
were followed-up after 3, 6, 12 and 24 months. Questionnaires were answered and
blood samples collected at each time point, including the time of inclusion. The
patients were divided into two groups, according to their health status at the six
months follow-up. The groups comprised of those with and without self-reported
symptoms associated with EM, or symptoms that had arisen associated with the EM or
afterwards. Twenty-one of the 109 patients were excluded from the study, leaving 88
EM patients that completed the study (see below).

Mice
Paper III
Forty-nine 10-week-old female C3H/HeN mice (Taconic M&B, Denmark) arrived and
were housed at the Animal Department, Faculty of Health Sciences, (Linköping,
Sweden). The mice were acclimatised during the following five weeks and were 15
weeks old at the onset of the experiment (day -15 post-infection with B. burgdorferi
s.s. (p.i.)). The mice were housed in groups of seven in steel-wire cages in a room with
light cycles of 12 hours dark/12 hours light. Pellets and tap water were given ad
libitum. Before the start of the experiment, all cages were randomised into three
groups; with three cages with B. burgdorferi s.s.-infected mice (Bb), three cages with
immune-deviated B. burgdorferi s.s.-infected mice (BbId) and one cage of untreated
uninfected mice (controls) (table 6).
The mice strain was chosen because it is known to be susceptible to B. burgdorferi s.l.
infection in the form of B. burgdorferi s.l.-induced arthritis (184). In addition, the mice
strain of choice also needed to be susceptible to immune-deviation by mercury
treatment in order to shift the immune response to a Th2-like response prior to the
bacterial infection. The general health of all the mice was supervised by the
hospital/university veterinarian to ensure that no needless pain or suffering were
occurring, in which case the experiment would have been terminated.
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Table 6. The mice included in paper III.

Paper III
T cell subsets during B. burgdorferi s.s.
Clinical outcome
infection
(n=49)
Arthritis
Controls
Total

42
7
49

B. burgdorferi s.s., Borrelia burgdorferi sensu stricto

Excluded study subjects and mice
In total, 76 individuals were excluded from the papers. In paper I, 46 of the 394 newly
tick-bitten individuals were excluded because they did not complete the study by
attending the three month follow-up visit despite receiving a reminder. Another seven
individuals were excluded after completion; two due to suffering from similar
symptoms to those associated with LB at the time of inclusion, two individuals due to
being on antibiotic treatment at the time of inclusion, two whose blood samples were
not analysed by both ELISA serology methods and one individual whose blood
samples were damaged during transport. In paper II, 18 of the 109 EM patients were
excluded due to missing data from the six month follow-up, and three patients due to
presence of symptoms >3 weeks before inclusion in the study. In paper III, no mouse
was excluded. In paper IV, one newly tick-bitten individual from Group 1 from the
first set of 78 study subjects was excluded after completion of the study due to
reassessment of the results from the B. burgdorferi s.l. DNA screening of the subject’s
tick showing that the tick was uninfected with B. burgdorferi s.l. and not infected, as
was thought from the first analysis.

LB diagnosis (papers I, II and IV)
The clinical diagnosis of EM was made based on the occurrence of an expanding (>5
cm diameter) rash at the site of the tick bite. The NB patient attended health care three
weeks after the study inclusion due to head ache and neck pain. The symptoms
persisted one week later and the patient was referred to the Department of Infectious
diseases at the university hospital in Linköping, Sweden, where the patient received
the NB diagnose. The diagnosis of NB was based on the presence of symptoms
associated with NB, mononuclear pleocytosis in CSF and intrathecal production of B.
burgdorferi s.l.-specific antibodies. The Borrelial lymphocytoma patients had been
bitten by a tick during the summer 2009 and attended health care in November the
same year due to experience of general malaise and diffuse arthralgia. Patient did not
receive a diagnosis until the second visit to health care in January 2010 when the
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patient was diagnosed by the finding of an expanding red-blue swelling on the same
ear lobe as the preceding tick bite. Infiltrates were present in the swelling and the
serology was positive for B. burgdorferi s.l.-specific IgM and IgG antibodies.
In papers I and IV, the EM had to have occurred approximately one week after the
time of inclusion and at the latest at the three month follow-up for it to be a new LB
case during the study time. Three of the co-authors (PF, DN, JS), physicians with long
experience of diagnosing LB, scrutinised the medical records in order to give a final
judgment concerning proper clinical diagnosis of LB.
In paper II, the EM had to have occurred within three weeks prior to the time of
inclusion of EM patients. The limit for debut symptoms was >3 weeks prior to
inclusion. The six month evaluation was set because symptoms consistent with noninfectious complications or treatment failure with dissemination of the infection should
have occurred by this time point. All patients were treated with the Åland Islands’
standard treatments of amoxicillin (or doxycycline in case of penicillin allergy) for 14
days.

Questionnaires (papers I, II and IV)
Two sets of different questionnaires were used in the studies in this thesis. The first
set of questionnaires was used in the TBD Sting study (papers I and IV) and asked
questions related to tick bites. The second set of questionnaires were used in paper II
and asked questions about the EM patients’ health status.
In papers I and IV, the first questionnaire, answered at the time of inclusion, contained
questions concerning the time of the tick bite, estimated time of tick-exposure and
geographical area, previous treatments for LB and current medications. The second
questionnaire that was answered, at the three months follow-up, included questions
about new tick bites since the time of inclusion, the subject’s general health condition
during the study period, experiences of symptoms possibly associated with LB, and
whether or not the study subjects had attended health care due to the symptoms they
had experienced. The listed symptoms possibly associated with LB were headache,
fatigue, fever, neck pain, loss of appetite, nausea, weight loss, vertigo, cognitive
difficulties, radiating pain, myalgia, arthralgia and numbness.
In paper II, the questionnaire at time of inclusion asked for information about
participant's age, sex, general health, other diseases that may have influenced the
immune system, immunosuppressive treatments, antibiotic treatments within two
months prior to the inclusion, symptoms at baseline, EM location and duration,
number and size of the EM-lesions and if a preceding tick-bite had been noticed. The
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questionnaires at the three, six, 12 and 24 months follow-ups asked questions about the
patient’s health status during the study period.

Clinical signs of infection (paper III)
Weight and joint swelling
All mice in paper III were continuously weighed and the average thicknesses of the
tibiotarsal joints of both hind legs were measured with a pair of electronic digital
callipers. The weight and joint parameters were measured seven days prior to the B.
burgdorferi s.s. inoculation, every fifth day during days 0-19 p.i., and every third day
during days 22-40 p.i. The joint thickness was measured at the thickest portion of the
extended tibiotarsal joint. The joint thickness data is presented as joint swelling,
defined as the increased in joint diameter compared to the diameter from the
measurement taken before the start of the experiment.
Analysis of histopathology
In paper III, the thickest rear tibiotarsal joint from each mouse was fixed in 4%
formaldehyde (Histolab Products AB, Göteborg, Sweden), decalcified, and embedded
in paraffin. The tissue sections were stained with haematoxylin and eosin in order to
detect cell infiltration and tissue destruction at the infection site in the tibiotarsal joints.
The tissue sections were analysed by giving a total score for the tissue damage and cell
infiltration in the tibiotarsal joints, but also scoring specifically for the degree of
neutrophil infiltration, mononuclear cell infiltration, synovial thickness and cartilage
hyperplasia. The scores were determined according to the following score scale: 0 normal; 0.5 - minimal; 1 - slight; 2 - moderate and 3 - severe. All slides were blinded
before one of the co-authors (PH) analysed them.

Bacterial strains and culture
In paper III, B. burgdorferi s.s. N40 were grown in Barbour Stoenner Kelly (BSKII)
medium supplemented with 6% normal rabbit serum (Department of Microbiology,
Umeå University, Sweden) at 35° C prior to infection. The BSKII medium was
specifically developed as a culture medium for B. burgdorferi s.l. (185) (Barbour
1984). Mice were anaesthetised with Isofluran (Forene®, Abbott Scandinavia AB,
Solna, Sweden) and injected subcutaneously at the tail root with 105 B. burgdorferi s.s.
N40 in 100 μL BSKII. Ear biopsies and blood (negative control) were cultured for
eight days in BSKII medium supplemented with 6% normal rabbit serum, 50g/mL
sulfamethoxazol (Sigma-Aldrich) and 400g/mL phosphomycin (Sigma-Aldrich) at
35C. The cultures were counted in a blinded fashion in Bürker chambers by phase
contrast microscopy.
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Immune-deviation treatment
The treatment consisted of non-toxic doses of inorganic mercury (approximately 190
μg/Hg/kg body weight/day) for 14 days with start nine days prior B. burgdorferi s.s.
inoculation. The mercury treatment was prepared by dissolving 10 mg/L HgCl2 (Fluka
Chemie, Switzerland) in tap water that was given ad libitum. Fresh solutions were
given once a week.

Detection of Borrelia burgdorferi sensu lato
In paper I, the detection and quantification of B. burgdorferi s.l. were performed with a
real-time PCR assay based on the Light Upon eXtension™ technique (Invitrogen Corp.,
USA), as previously described (186). Briefly, the B. burgdorferi s.l. Total DNA was
extracted from the tick samples with a DNeasy® Blood and Tissue kit (Qiagen,
Germany), according to a Qiagen supplementary protocol for detection of B.
burgdorferi s.l. DNA (186). In paper IV, the extraction method had changed and the
ticks were therefore homogenised with TissueLyser (Qiagen) and total nucleic
extraction was performed with a MagAttract® RNA Tissue Mini M48 kit (Qiagen,
unpublished data). The cDNA synthesis was performed with an Illustra™ Ready-to-Go
RT-PCR Beads kit (GE Healthcare, UK) according to the manufacturer's instructions.
B. burgdorferi s.l. DNA was detected and quantified with the group-specific 16S
rRNA primers B16S_FL and B16S_R, targeting all B. burgdorferi s.l. species so far
detected in Europe (186). The detection limit for the LUX real-time PCR assay was
less than 10 gene copies, the equivalent of the number of copies that exist in one B.
burgdorferi s.l. cell (187). B. burgdorferi s.l. positive samples were further speciesdetermined by two nested conventional PCR assays with primers targeting genetically
diverse regions within 5S-23S and 16S-23S intergenic spacers. Macrogen Inc. (South
Korea) performed the nucleotide sequencing of the PCR products obtained from the
nested PCR assays.
In paper II, the PCR method that was used was developed previously by Comstedt et
al. (188). Briefly, DNA from one half of the biopsies was extracted with the Puregene
DNA isolation protocol (Gentra systems, USA) and stored at -20° C. DNA extracts
were analysed with a quantitative PCR assay with probe and primers specific for the
16S rRNA gene. Serially diluted B. burgdorferi 31 and B. hermsii HS1 DNA were
used as standards. B. burgdorferi s.l. Subtypes were identified by direct sequencing
amplicons generated from the /rrs/(16S)-/rrl/(23S) intergenic spacer or 16S gene
PCRs. When necessary, nested modification of these assays was used to increase
amplification success. Further details are found in paper II.
In paper III, the quantification of the spirochaetal load in urinary bladders was
performed by extracting total DNA from bladders with the DNeasy® Blood and Tissue
kit (Qiagen) using the above mentioned Qiagen supplementary protocol for detection
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of B. burgdorferi s.l. DNA as described in paper III. The bladder DNA was detected
and quantified with 16S rDNA primers and a B. burgdorferi s.s. B31 probe on a BioRad iCycler. Further details are found in paper III and have been described previously
(189). The cytokine mRNA expression was detected and quantified by extraction of
total RNA from inguinal lymph nodes with an Rneasy Lipid Tissue mini kit (Qiagen)
and homogenisation of lymph nodes with TissueLyser (Qiagen) according to the
manufacturer's instructions. cDNA was produced with a High Capacity cDNA Reverse
Transcription kit (Applied Biosystems, the Netherlands), according to the
manufacturer's instructions. The cDNA was analysed with TaqMan Gene Expression
assays (Applied Biosystems) for detection of IL-2, IL-4, IL-7, IL-10, IL-12p35, IL12p40, IL-15, IL-17A, IL-22, IL-23p19, IFN-γ, Granulocyte-macrophage colonystimulating factor (GM-CSF), Foxp3, Epstein-Barr virus induced gene 3 (EBI-3) and
the endogenous control Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH). The
data was analysed with the relative quantification (ΔΔCT) method with control mice as
a calibrator and GAPDH as a reference gene.

Analysis of cytokine production
Immunohistochemistry (paper II)
Immunohistochemistry (IHC) is a method for detecting specific molecules in tissues or
cell compartments. The method uses antibodies conjugated with enzyme or labelled
with fluorochrome. The antibodies bind to a monolayer of cells or a frozen section of
the tissue of interest and are visualised using a fluorescence microscope (a
conventional microscope for enzyme-conjugated antibodies). A confocal microscope
is the preferred instrument for visualising fluorochrome-labelled antibodies due to the
microscope’s ability to filter out unfocused fluorescent light.
In paper II, the cryostat-sectioned biopsies were fixed in a cold acetone bath
immediately before use and then air-dried. A saponin containing phosphate buffered
saline buffer was used for permeabilisation, dilution and as a washing buffer
throughout the assay. Two separate blocking steps were performed before addition of
the primary antibodies. First, a streptavidin/biotin blocking kit was used to block the
endogenous biotin in the tissue and secondly, blocking with 5% normal sera mixture
(goat, rat and mouse serum) was carried out. The primary unlabeled-antibodies
specific for IL-4, IL-10, IL12p70 and IFN-γ, as well as their corresponding isotype
antibodies, were added to the slides, which were incubated in humidified chamber for
1h at room temperature. The slides were washed and then finally incubated with the
secondary Cy3- or FITC-conjugated antibodies in a humidified chamber for another 1h
at room temperature (RT). A drop of SlowFade Antifade (Molecular probes) mounting
solution was added to each well before the cover glasses were mounted. The stained
slides were stored at +4° C for a maximum of 48h due to fluorochrome fading before
analysis. The slides were analysed blinded according to a protocol by two of the
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authors (JS and LF) using a Nikon Eclipse E600 instrument and Nikon EZ-C1 v.3.30
software (Nikon Instruments Europe, the Netherlands). The fluorochromes were
excited at wavelengths 546nm (Cy3) and 488nm (FITC). The antibodies were all
titrated for maximal fluorescence in sections of inflamed tonsil (190). The staining
method was validated by the continuous use of isotype antibodies and PBS negative
controls. The cytokine expression in the tissues was estimated on a scale from 0 to
+++, where +, ++ and +++ corresponded to 1-10, 11-20 and >20 cytokine expressing
(positive) cells/section. These estimations were converted to numeral values (0=0,
+=1, ++=2 and +++=3) in order to perform a semi-quantitative comparable estimation
of the cytokine expression in the skin biopsies.
Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (papers I, II and IV)
The enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is used for quantification of
antigen or antibody concentrations in solutions. The principle of ELISA is that the
unknown quantity of antigen/antibody in the sample solution is captured and bound to
the antibody/antigen coated wells in polystyrene microwell plates. Detection
antibodies conjugated with an enzyme bind to the captured antigen/antibody, and after
the addition of a substrate, an enzymatic reaction occurs that will produce a coloured
product in the wells. An alternative to detection antibodies is the use of tracer
antibodies that are conjugated with biotin. The biotin binds to added streptavidinperoxidase protein complexes, and after addition of the substrate, an enzymatic
reaction occurs producing a coloured product. The enzymatic reaction is stopped by
adding an acidic stop solution. The colour intensity is analysed in a spectrophotometer,
which measures the optical density (OD) of the sample. The OD-value correlates to the
amount of antigen/antibody present in the analysed sample.

Figure 6. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA). Indirect ELISA assay (left) and
sandwich ELISA assay (right).

Indirect ELISA, papers I and IV
In the commercial IDEIA Borrelia burgdorferi IgG (Oxoid) and C6 B. burgdorferi
(Lyme) IgM/IgG (Immunetics®) assays the polystyrene microwells were pre-coated
with purified native Borrelia afzelii strain DK1flagellum and a synthetic C6 peptide
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derived from the cell membrane protein VlsE protein, respectively. Diluted serum
samples from newly tick-bitten individuals were analysed in pairs, i.e. sera from the
time of inclusion and from the three month follow-up. Unbound serum proteins were
removed by washing before addition of the human IgG-specific detection antibody
conjugated with the enzyme horseradish peroxidise (HRP) and the detection IgM/IgG
conjugate complex conjugated with HRP, respectively. Following the washes, the
substrate, 3,3´-5,5´-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB), was added. The enzymatic reaction
was stopped by addition of stop solution containing sulphuric acid. The colour
intensity was measured in a spectrophotometer at 450nm and reference measures were
also made at 600 nm (Oxoid) and 655 nm (Immunetics). The OD -value (Oxoid) and
the calculated Lyme Index (Immunetics) for each individual’s first and second serum
samples were compared in order to detect the seroconversion that had taken place
during the study period, i.e. first sample being seronegative and the second being
seropositive or a twofold increase of the OD-value in the second sample compared to
the seropositive first sample.
Sandwich ELISA, paper IV
EDTA-plasma collected from newly tick-bitten individuals a few days after the tick
bite were screened for calprotectin (commercial kit, Hycult® biotech) and CCL18
(191). The microwell plates for calprotectin were pre-coated with antibodies
specifically directed against human calprotectin, while Costar 3690 microwell plates
were coated with carbonate buffer containing monoclonal anti-human CCL18
antibodies (MAB394, clone 64507, R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA). Unbound
coating antibodies were removed by washing with 5% Tween-PBS washing buffer
before addition of blocking solution (PBS supplemented with 2% low-fat milk).
Excessive blocking solution was removed by washing. Calprotectin standards and
recombinant CCL18 standards (R&D Systems), and diluted EDTA-plasma were added
to the microwell plates. Biotinylated tracer antibodies (CCL18, BAF394, R&D
Systems) specific for respective analyte were added to the wells after removal of
unbound proteins by washing. Unbound tracer antibodies were removed by washing
before addition of streptavidin-HRP. Following another washing step, the substrate
TMB was added. The enzymatic reaction was stopped by addition of stop solutions
containing oxalic acid (calprotectin) or 1.8M sulphuric acid (CCL18). The colour
intensity was measured with a spectrophotometer at 450nm with a reference
measurement for CCL18 at 540 nm. The concentrations of calprotectin and CCL18 in
each sample were calculated from the sample’s OD-values and the standard curve for
the respective analyte.
Multiplex bead assays (paper II-IV)
The fluidics of xMAP Luminex technology was developed from the principles of flow
cytometry. The xMAP technology is based on the use of 5.6 μm polystyrene
microspheres. These microsphere beads are dyed with different intensities of red and
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infrared fluorophores. The combination of these two dyes results in 100 unique bead
sets with unique spectral signals, which make it possible to detect several different
analytes at the same time in the same sample. The beads can be coated with different
kinds of capture molecules (e.g. antibodies, receptors, oligonucleotides and peptides)
specific for a certain analyte. During the assay procedure, pre-dyed and pre-coated
beads are incubated with the sample solution containing the analytes. Analytes present
in the sample will bind to the capture molecules on the beads. Detection antibodies
conjugated with biotin are added in the following step and bind to the captured
analytes. In the last step, addition of streptavidin conjugated with phycoerythrin (PE)
results in binding to the detection antibodies that can be detected due to the fluorescent
PE molecule. The fluid flow in the Luminex system will align the microspheres into
single file before they pass through the detection chamber where a red laser excites
both internal dyes in order to identify the microsphere bead, and a green laser excites
the PE bound on the detection antibodies. The fluorescence signals, mean fluorescence
intensity (MFI), from the PE molecules is used for quantifying the amount of the
specific analyte in the analysed sample. Standard curves with known concentrations of
the analytes need to be used in order to be able to quantify the amounts of analytes
present.

Figure 7. Basic principles of multiplex bead assay technique. Beads, dyed with a mixture of
red and infrared, are coated with capture antibodies against the target analyte. Biotinylated
detection antibodies conjugated with reporter fluorochrome are added. The beads are excited
by a red laser (identify analyte) and the fluorochromes are excited by a green laser
(quantification).

In paper II serum samples from the time of inclusion and EDTA-plasma samples from
the three and six month follow-ups were analysed according to the manufacturer’s
instructions for the presence of the cytokines IL-4, IL-10, IL-12p70 and IFN-γ, using
the Milliplex MAP High Sensitivity Human Cytokine kit (HSCYTO-60SK, Millipore
Corporation, USA). The analysis was performed with a Luminex 100 System and
the data acquisition and analysis were performed with the StarStation software v.3.0
(Applied Cytometry, UK). Values below the detection limit were assigned half the
value of the detection limit.
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In paper III sera were collected from B. burgdorferi s.s.-infected mice, immunedeviated B. burgdorferi s.s.-infected mice, and untreated uninfected controls on days
15, 28 and 43 p.i. Blood was also collected from the two groups of infected mice prior
to the bacteria inoculation at day 0 p.i. Sera diluted 1:2 were analysed according to the
manufacturer’s instructions for the presence of the Th1-associated
cytokines/chemokines IL-12p70, IFN-γ, CCL3, CCL4, CCL5, CXCL9 and CXCL10
using a Milliplex MAP Mouse Cytokine/chemokine kit (MPXMCYTO-70K, Millipore
Corporation, USA). Undiluted sera were analysed according to the manufacturer’s
instructions for the presence of the Th17-associated cytokines/chemokines IL-17A, IL22, IL-23 and CCL20 using a Milliplex MAP Mouse Th17 Magnetic bead kit
(MTH17MAG-47K, Millipore Corporation, USA). The Th1 immune markers were
analysed on a Luminex 100 System and the data acquisition and analysis were
performed with the StarStation software 3.2 (Applied Cytometry, UK). The Th17
markers were analysed on a Luminex 200 System and the data acquisition and
analysis were performed with the software xPONENT 3.1 (Luminex Corporation,
USA). Values below the detection limit were assigned half the value of the detection
limit.
In paper IV, sera collected from newly tick-bitten individuals a few days after the tick
bite were analysed according to the manufacturer’s instructions for the presence of the
matrix metalloproteinase MMP-3, MMP-8 and MMP-9 with Human Fluorokine MAP
kits (LMP513, LMP908 and LMP911, R&D Systems, USA). Sera were diluted 1:10
for analysis of MMP-3 and MMP-8, and diluted 1:100 for analysis of MMP-9. EDTAplasma were analysed according to the manufacturer’s instructions for the presence of
the cytokines/chemokines IL-1β, CXCL8/IL-8, IL-12p70, TNF using a Milliplex MAP
High Sensitivity Human Cytokine kit (HSCYTO-60SK, Millipore Corporation, USA),
IL-6, IL-17A, CCL22 with a Milliplex MAP Human Cytokine/Chemokine kit
(MPXHCYTO-60K, Millipore Corporation, USA), IL-27, CCL20, CXCL1, CXCL10,
CXCL11 with a LEGENDplex Custom Human 5-plex Cytokine kit (SPRBL42005,
BioLegend, USA) and CXCL9 with a Human MIG Singlplex (LHC1091, Invitrogen,
USA). All analytes were analysed on a Luminex 100 System and the data
acquisition and analysis were performed with the software StarStation v.3.0 for the
first set of samples and with StarStation 3.2 for the second set of samples (Applied
Cytometry, Sheffield, UK). Values below the lowest value of the standard curve were
assigned half the values of the lowest standard point.

Allergy propensity
In paper II, the patients’ allergic propensity was examined by measuring the total and
allergen-specific IgE antibodies in plasma (ImmunoCAP, Phadia AB, Sweden),
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In addition, specific IgE antibodies
directed against common food (egg white, cow milk, fish, wheat, peanut and soybean)
and inhaled allergens (timothy grass, birch, mugwort, animal dander (cat, horse and
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dog), house dust mite Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus and spores of the mould
Cladosporum herbarum) were measured with the Phadiatop Combi® assay (Phadia
AB). These tests indicated if individuals were sensitised to a specific allergen.

Collection and storage of samples (paper I-IV)
Blood samples
In papers I and IV, blood samples were obtained by venipuncture. The blood was
collected in tubes without additive for sera samples, and tubes with EDTA as additive
for plasma samples. The collection tubes were sent to the University Hospital
(Linköping, Sweden) where they were centrifuged at 1500 g for 10 min at RT. Sera
and plasma aliquots were stored at -70° C. In paper II, sera and plasma were collected
at Åland Central Hospital, Finland.
In paper III, blood was obtained from the retro-orbital venous plexus at days 0, 15, 28
and 43 p.i. The blood was allowed to clot over-night at 4° C and the sera were stored at
-70° C. In addition, one drop of blood (negative control) was added to BSKII culture
medium supplemented with 6% normal rabbit serum, 50 μg/mL sulfamethoxazol
(Sigma-Aldrich) and 400 μg/mL phosphomycin (Sigma-Aldrich) for eight days of
culturing at 35° C.
Ear biopsies
Biopsies were transferred into BSKII culture medium supplemented with 6% normal
rabbit serum, 50 μg/mL sulfamethoxazol (Sigma-Aldrich) and 400 μg/mL
phosphomycin (Sigma-Aldrich). The biopsies were cultured for eight days at 35° C.
Lymph nodes (paper III)
Inguinal lymph nodes were transferred immediately after sacrifice into RNAlater
solution for storage at -70° C until analysis.
Skin biopsy (paper II)
The patients in paper II were given local anaesthesia before a 4 mm skin punch biopsy
was taken from the outer red edge of the EM zone and a control biopsy was taken from
healthy skin at the opposite body site. Each biopsy was split into two pieces before
snap freezing in a mixture of isopentane and liquid CO2, followed by storage at -70° C.
At a later time point, one piece of each biopsy was serially cryostat-sectioned into 6
μm-thick sections (Leitz CM3050 cryostat, Leica Microsystems, Sweden). Two to six
sections were placed in each well of a 0.1% poly-L-lysine pre-coated three-well slide.
The slides were air-dried before storage at -70° C.
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Tibiotarsal joints (paper III)
Immediately after sacrifice the joints were put into a 4% formaldehyde solution and
stored at room temperature until required for further histopathology preparations.
Urinary bladders (paper III)
Immediately after collection the urinary bladders were put on ice before they could be
transferred to storage at -70° C until spirochaetal load analysis.

Statistics
The statistical analyses in this thesis were mostly of the non-parametric type because
most of the data were assumed not to be normally distributed.
A student T-test was used for comparison of age between the two tick-bitten groups
because the study population was considered to be normally distributed (paper I). In
paper III, a one-way ANOVA was used for comparison of both joint swelling and
weight between groups. Bonferroni correction was performed after the ANOVA
analysis to correct for multiple comparisons. Logistic regression was used for
comparison of clinical parameters between two groups (paper II).
Fisher's exact test was used for comparison of nominal data and the frequency of
undetectable cytokine variables between two groups (papers I and II). Pearson’s chisquare test was used for comparison of nominal data between the four groups in paper
IV. Spearman rank correlation test was used for correlation analysis of the serology
assays (paper I) and the cytokine expression (paper II).
In paper II, a Mann-Whitney U test was used for comparison between two unrelated
groups. A manual Bonferroni correction was performed to correct for multiple
comparisons. A Mann-Whitney U test was also used for comparison of unpaired data
within groups (paper III). A Wilcoxon signed rank test was used for comparison of
paired data within two groups (paper II). A Kruskal-Wallis H test was used for
comparison between unrelated groups (papers III and IV). A Mann-Whitney U test
was used as a post hoc test when the Kruskal-Wallis H test indicated significant
differences between the groups. P-value ≤ 0.05 (papers I-IV) or p-value ≤ 0.0125 (i.e.
p ≤ 0.05/4) after manual Bonferroni correction (paper II) were considered significant.
P-values ≤ 0.1 were considered to indicate a trend (paper III).
All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 15 for Windows (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA, paper I), PASW Statistics 18 for Windows (papers II and III) and
IBM® SPSS® Statistics 20 for Windows (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA, papers III
and IV). The randomization of study subjects in paper IV was conducted by using
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Research Randomizer (Urbaniak, G.C., & Plous, S. (2011). Research Randomizer
version 3.0. Retrieved on April 2010 and June 2012, from http://www.randomizer.org/.
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Results and Discussion
Risk of Borrelia burgdorferi sensu lato infections
(papers I and IV)
Prevalence of B. burgdorferi s.l. in the collected ticks (paper I and IV)
DNA screening of the collected ticks revealed that 64 (19%) of the tick-bitten study
subjects in paper I had been bitten by a tick that was infected with detectible levels of
B. burgdorferi s.l. (186). In paper IV, 489 (26%) of the ticks collected during the three
years of study were infected with detectible levels of B. burgdorferi s.l. The
frequencies of infected ticks in paper I and IV are in line with other prospective studies
on B. burgdorferi s.l. infection in general populations which report infection rates of
10-32.8% in ticks collected from tick-bitten individuals (46,47,192,193). However, all
the studies, except for Huegli et al. (46), were differently designed compared to our
TBD Sting study because the tick-bitten individuals were enrolled into the studies
when they contacted general practitioners instead of being invited to visit their local
health care after the occurrence of a tick bite (our study and Huegli et al.). The
different study designs could affect the composition and bias of the study groups due
to differences in anxiety and concerns about the risk of developing disease in the
persons who actively attended health care compared to those who were urged to
participate.
Table 7. Occurrence of asymptomatic and clinical LB in the TBD Sting study

Tick season
Outcome

Asymptomatic
infection
Lyme borreliosis
(LB)
Absence of
seroconversion or
LB
Total

Bitten by
infected
tick
n, (%)
4 (6)

2007
Bitten by
uninfected
tick
n, (%)
6 (2.1)

2007-2009
Bitten by
Bitten by
infected
uninfected
tick
tick
n, (%)
n, (%)
24 (4.9)
37 (2.6)

0

1 (0.4)a

18 (3.7)b

16 (1.2)c

60 (94)

270 (97.5)

447 (91.4)

1348 (96.2)

64
(100)

277
(100)

489
(100)

1401
(100)

One (a), five (b) and four tick-bitten subjects (c) who developed LB also seroconverted during
the study time.
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Seroconversion after a bite by a B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected tick (papers I and IV)
In paper I, 136 (40%) paired blood samples from the 341 newly tick-bitten individuals
who were recruited to the TBD Sting study had detectible levels of anti-C6 antibodies,
whereas 39 (11%) paired samples had detectible levels of anti-flagellum antibodies. Of
the 136 individuals who were seropositive for B. burgdorferi s.l.-specific antibodies at
the time of enrolment, 56 reported a past history of symptomatic LB. Four of the 64
(6%) individuals bitten by B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected ticks had seroconverted during
the study period in at least one of the ELISA tests (table 7). The seroconversion was
verified by the development of new B. burgdorferi s.l.-specific antibodies in the
RecomeLine test. Seven of the 277 (2.5%) subjects bitten by B. burgdorferi s.l.uninfected ticks had also seroconverted, verified by the RecomeLine test, during the
study period (table 7). In paper IV, the study population contained two additional years
of study participants compared to one year in paper I, leaving a total of three years of
study data in paper IV. Twenty-four (4.9%) study subjects bitten by infected and 37
(2.6%) bitten by uninfected ticks seroconverted during the three study years (table 7).
The frequency among the subjects bitten by infected ticks who developed clinical LB
over the three years of the study was 3.7% (n=18), and among subjects bitten by
uninfected ticks it was 1.2% (n=16) (table 7). A latter prospective study from
Switzerland (46) also reported rates of seroconversion after tick bite with lower
frequency of seroconversion in tick-bitten individuals bitten by B. burgdorferi s.l.infected ticks (1.6% compared to 6% in the TBD Sting study). Interestingly, the
frequency of seroconversion in individuals bitten by uninfected ticks in the study
conducted by Huegli et al. (46) was similar to our reported frequency (2.4% and 2.5%,
respectively).
In paper I, 52% (n=33) of the study subjects bitten by B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected ticks
and 50% (n=139) of the subjects bitten by uninfected ticks were bitten by at least one
more tick during the study period. The high frequency of additional tick bites during
the study period is probably one of the most likely explanations for the number of
seroconversions that occurred in the group bitten by uninfected ticks. Another likely
explanation might be that the ticks were infected with B. burgdorferi s.l. subtypes that
were not detected by the PCR assay.
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Figure 8. The frequency of self-reported symptoms in study subjects bitten by B. burgdorferi
s.l.-infected (a, n=64) and -uninfected (b, n=277) ticks. Ninety-one of the 341 study subjects,
of which 27 were bitten by B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected ticks, reported experiencing symptoms
possibly associated with Lyme borreliosis during the three month study period.

Self-reported symptoms and development of clinical Lyme borreliosis (paper I)
Self-experienced symptoms possibly associated with LB were reported by 27 (42%)
subjects bitten by B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected ticks and 64 (23%) of the subjects bitten
by uninfected ticks (figure 8). Although both groups of tick-bitten subjects reported
symptoms that may be associated with a current B. burgdorferi s.l. infection, the
frequency of subjects reporting symptoms was higher in the group bitten by infected
ticks; 42% compared with 23% of subjects bitten by uninfected ticks (p=0.003).
However, the total number of each reported symptom was similar between the two
groups (table 8). Furthermore, it has been shown in a Slovenian prospective clinical
trial (56) that these, mainly non-specific, symptoms also occur quite frequently in
normal non-B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected clinical subjects. One of the four subjects who
seroconverted after a bite by a B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected tick reported experiencing
fatigue and myalgia/arthralgia during the study period but did not attend health care
for the reported symptoms. In contrast, two of the subjects who seroconverted after a
bite by an uninfected tick sought health care for their symptoms (vertigo and
myalgia/arthralgia, respectively). The former subject was diagnosed with an EM.
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Table 8. Self-reported symptoms in 341 tick-bitten study subjects

Frequency of different symptoms reported by tick-bitten study subjectsa
All tick-bitten Subjects bitten by Subjects bitten by
subjects
a B. burgdorferi
a B. burgdorferi
(n=341)
s.l.-infected tick
s.l.-uninfected tick
(n=64)
(n=277)
No. of subjects
n=91
n=27
n=64
reporting symptoms
Reported symptoms
(%)
18
17
19
Fatigue
17
16
17
Myalgia/arthralgia
14
15
14
Headache
11
13
10
Neck pain
10
9
10
Numbness
9
10
7
Vertigo
5
6
5
Concentration
difficulties
5
6
5
Nausea
4
3
5
Radiating pain
3
0
4
Fever
2
4
1
Loss of appetite
2
1
3
Loss of weight
a

several individuals reported more than one symptom. Erythema migrans was not included in
the list of symptoms in the questionnaire.

Borrelia burgdorferi sensu lato infections (papers I and IV)
The relative risk of acquiring a B. burgdorferi s.l. infection (seroconversion or
development of LB) after a tick bite in paper I was 2.473 (95% CI 0.746-8.195), and
increased during the three years of the TBD Sting study to 2.609 (95% CI 1.7393.913). A latter report from a prospective study conducted in a highly endemic area of
Switzerland reported a relative risk of 1.46 of developing B. burgdorferi s.l. infection
after a tick bite (46). Although the relative risk was lower in the study from
Switzerland, they reported a similar frequency of infection in subjects bitten by
infected ticks (8.2%) compared to our TBD Sting study (6-8.6%). However, Huegli et
al. (46) reported a higher frequency of infection in subjects bitten by uninfected ticks
(5.6%) than our study (2.5-3.1%). Previous studies have shown frequencies of
infection after a tick bite of 5.3% (192) and 26.7% (193), however one thing to bear in
mind is that these two studies had a different design to our study, which could affect
the reported infection frequency. Another interesting result was that we found the
occurrence of asymptomatic B. burgdorferi s.l. infections, i.e. the absence of
development of clinical LB, in 5-6% of the individuals bitten by infected ticks, which
is a much higher frequency than the reported 1.6% by Huegli et al. (46).
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Asymptomatic infections are not a new phenomenon since they have been described in
previous studies, e.g. studies screening for the presence of anti-B. burgdorferi s.l.
antibodies in blood donors (53) and in a vaccinal trial (51). However, paper I, and of
course the TBD Sting study in its entirety, seem to be the first larger prospective
studies, covering nine different counties of Sweden, of tick-bitten individuals to report
that asymptomatic infections after bites by B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected ticks seem to be
quite frequent among individuals who become infected.
Taken together, we found that the risk of developing LB after a tick bite by a
documented B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected tick is small. In addition, asymptomatic B.
burgdorferi s.l. infection, i.e. documented by seroconversion in the absence of
symptoms possibly associated with LB, appears to be frequent among individuals who
become infected.

The early immune response towards Borrelia
burgdorferi sensu lato
Previous studies have shown an association between good clinical outcome of LB and
a strong Th1-like proinflammatory immune response towards the B. burgdorferi s.l.
bacteria (170,180–183,194,195). However, these studies were designed to investigate
the immune response during disseminated LB, which occurs weeks to months after the
tick bite. To our knowledge, none have previously investigated the association
between clinical outcome and the very early immune response towards B. burgdorferi
s.l. Therefore, in paper II, we turned our attention towards EM, which is one of the
first and the most common manifestation of LB in Europe (196). However, EM lesions
occur days to weeks (49) after the tick bite so the early local immune response in EM
patients is still at least 1-2 weeks old. Therefore, further investigation of even earlier
episodes of the immune response would be of great interest. This was done in paper
IV, for the first time to our knowledge, investigating the presence of possible immune
biomarkers for the clinical outcome of LB in blood collected from newly tick-bitten
individuals a few days after the tick bite.
Erythema migrans patients (paper II)
The 88 included EM patients (55 women, 33 men, with a mean age 57 years) had a
median of six days’ duration of EM at the time of inclusion, except for one patient
who had an EM duration of 215 days (commented on in paper I). Three of the EM
patients had multiple EM at the time of inclusion but all three were asymptomatic at
the six months follow-up. Out of the 88 EM patients, 58 patients (66%) had observed a
preceding tick bite. All patients were treated with antibiotics after skin biopsies and
blood samples were collected at the time of inclusion and all except for one completed
their treatments. The one asymptomatic patient who disrupted the treatment did so due
to a suspected allergic reaction after seven days.
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Seven (8%) of the 88 EM patients had experience of persisting symptoms at the six
month follow-up, hereafter referred to as symptomatic EM patients. The persisting
symptoms were arthralgia in the elbow (2/7), knee (2/7), ankle (1/7), wrist (1/7), or
fatigue (1/7), back pain (1/7) and hypoesthesia in the skin close to the previous site of
the EM (1/7). Five of the seven patients with persisting symptoms still experienced
persisting symptoms at the 12 month follow-up, with three of them still having
symptoms at the 24 month follow-up. However, none of the patients were retreated
with antibiotics and none showed signs of disseminated infection, such as arthritis, NB
or ACA. Taken together, the overall clinical outcome after antibiotic treatment of the
EM lesions was good, which is in line with observations from other studies
(56,197,198). There were no differences between the asymptomatic and symptomatic
patients concerning clinical characteristics, B. burgdorferi s.l. serology or allergic trait
(table 9).
Table 9. Clinical characteristic of the included EM patients in paper II.

Variable
N
Sex F/M
Age (years)
range
median
Single/Multiple
EM
Reported tick
bite, Y/N
EM size (cm)
range
median
Borrelia
antibodies
Pos/neg analysis
C6 serology
3 mos
6mos
IgM serology
3 mos
6mos
IgG serology
3 mos
6mos
Allergy Y/N
EM durationa
(days)
range
median
a

Patients with
symptoms at
six months (A)
7
5/2

Patients with
no symptoms at
six months (B)
81
50/31

30-68
55

Statistical
comparison
(A vs B)
NS

In total
(A+B)
88
55/33

23-88
58

NS

23-88
57

7/0

78/3

NS

85/3

3/4

55/25

NS

58/29

5-30
15

3-37
10

NS

3-37
10

4/7
4/7

39/81
36/78

NS
NS

43/88
40/85

7/7
6/7

48/81
43/78

NS
NS

55/88
49/85

5/7
7/7
1/6

51/81
46/78
25/56

NS
NS
NS

56/88
53/85
26/62

2-215
4

0-63
6

NS

0-215
6

Duration of EM prior to antibiotic treatment. EM, erythema migrans
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Newly tick-bitten subjects (paper IV)
In paper IV, study subjects were consecutively divided into two sets, and the analyses
of the blood samples were analysed on two different occasions for the two sets of
samples. The first set of study subjects consisted of 77 subjects divided into four
groups with respect to outcome and whether the tick was B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected,
while the second set of study subjects consisted of 78 subjects (table 10). Nine of the
11 study subjects from the group diagnosed with LB in the first set of subjects were
diagnosed with EM, one subject with NB, and the last one had received the diagnosis
Borrelial lymphocytoma. In the second set of study subjects with clinical diagnosis
(Group 1) six out of seven subjects had EM, and the last one had been diagnosed with
LB. All LB cases developed during the study period in the TBD Sting study except for
the Borrelial lymphocytoma which was diagnosed approximately six months after the
study period. However, the lymphocytoma had developed during a six month period at
the same site as the tick bite on the subject’s earlobe and therefore was probably
associated with the tick bite at this site.
Table 10. Study subjects in paper IV.
Group
Definition

First set of
subjects
Number
Sex
(female/male)
Age, mean
(range)
Second set of
subjects
Number
Sex
(female/male)
Age, mean
(range)

1
LB +
B. burgdorferi
s.l.-infected tick

2
Seroconversion
+
B. burgdorferi
s.l.-infected tick

3
B. burgdorferi
s.l.-infected tick
- LB or
seroconversion

4
B. burgdorferi
s.l.-uninfected
tick – LB or
seroconversion

11
9/2

10
5/5

27
21/6

29
18/11

62 (45-74)

65 (51-79)

59 (24-79)

62 (20-87)

7
4/3

18
9/9

27
18/9

26
18/8

64 (48-74)

66 (55-81)

62 (30-86)

61 (26-81)

LB, Lyme borreliosis; B. burgdorferi s.l., Borrelia burgdorferi sensu lato.

B. burgdorferi s.l. subtypes in EM and in ticks (papers II and IV)
Seventy-five (81.5%) of the 92 collected EM biopsies in paper II were screened
positive for B. burgdorferi s.l. DNA, of which 48 were successfully sequenced. Thirtysix (48%) of the EM biopsies contained DNA from B. afzelii, 11 (15%) from B. garinii
and 1 (1%) from B. burgdorferi s.s. In addition, 20 of 87 (23%) of the healthy skin
control biopsies were initially screened positive for B. burgdorferi s.l. but could not be
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sequenced, hence they were found to be false positive for B. burgdorferi s.l. DNA. The
frequency of B. afzelii and B. garinii in the skin biopsies did not differ between
symptomatic and asymptomatic EM patients.
Out of the 100 newly tick-bitten study subjects, bitten by B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected
ticks, in paper IV, 41 were bitten by ticks infected with B. afzelii (n= 41%), 25 were
bitten by B. garinii-infected ticks (n=25%), four were bitten by ticks infected with B.
burgdorferi s.s. (n=4%), two were bitten by ticks infected with B. spielmanii (n=2%),
four by ticks infected with B. valaisiana (n=4%) and two were bitten by ticks infected
with B. miyamotoi-like (n=2%) (table 11). B. afzelii and B. garinii were the most
frequent subtypes detected in the ticks that had bitten the study subjects, which is in
line with previous reports of both subtypes predominating in Europe (21,32).
Interestingly, two other studies, with a similar design to our TBD Sting study, have
investigated the risk of developing LB after tick bite in the Netherlands (47) and in
Switzerland (46), and both studies reported that B. afzelii was the most frequent
subtype detected in the collected ticks, followed by B. garinii (47) or by B. valaisiana
(46). Sixteen (16%) of the ticks in our study were screened positive for B. burgdorferi
s.l. DNA but were untypable. In addition, two tick-bitten individuals had been bitten
by B. burgdorferi s.l. co-infected ticks and another four individuals had been bitten by
several ticks of which each were infected with different B. burgdorferi s.l. subtypes
(table 11). The frequency of B. afzelii and B. garinii in the ticks did not differ between
symptomatic and asymptomatic tick-bitten study subjects.
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Table 11. B. burgdorferi s.l. subtypes detected in EM lesions and in ticks (papers II, IV).
Group/
Outcome

B. burgdorferi
s.s.
B. spielmanii

EM
patients
(II)
n (%)
36
(48.0)
11
(15.0)
1
(1.0)
-

LB
(Group 1,
IV)
n (%)
11
(61.1)
3
(16.7)
-

B. valaisiana

-

-

B. miyamotoilike
Coinfectionsa

-

-

-

-

27
(36.0)
75
(100)

4
(22.2)
18
(100)

B. afzelii
B. garinii

Untypable
Total

-

Asymptomatics
(Group 2, IV)
n (%)

Bitten by infected
tick (Group 3, IV)
n (%)

9
(32.1)
7
(25)
3
(10.7)
1
(3.6)
3
(10.7)
-

21
(38.9)
15
(27.8)
1
(1.8)
1
(1.8)
1
(1.8)
2
(3.7)
5c
(9.3)
8
(14.8)
54
(100)

1b
(3.6)
4
(14.3)
28
(100)

a

Co-infections in one tick or tick bites from several infected ticks at the same time.

b

One subject bitten by tick co-infected with two B. afzelii strains.

c

One subject bitten by tick co-infected with two B. burgdorferi s.s. strains, and subjects bitten
by several infected-ticks; two ticks with B. afzelii strains; three ticks with B. afzelii strains;
one tick with B. afzelii and one with untypable subtype; one tick with B. afzelii, one with B.
garinii and the third tick with B. valaisiana subtype.
EM, erythema migrans; LB, Lyme borreliosis; B., Borrelia; s.s., sensu stricto

Cytokine expression in EM (paper II)
Seven symptomatic and 18 asymptomatic EM patients were included in the IHC
analysis of the local cytokine expression in skin biopsies. Ten of the asymptomatic
patients were chosen in order to match age and sex with the then ten symptomatic
patients (before the exclusion of three of them) while the other eight asymptomatics
were unmatched.
Symptomatic EM patients had decreased expression of IFN-γ and a strong tendency
for decreased expression of IL-12p70 in the EM lesions compared with asymptomatic
patients (p=0.003 and p=0.013, respectively. To adjust for multiple comparisons in this
study, p ≤ 0.0125 was considered a significant manual Bonferroni correction. Figure
9a-b). The expression of IFN-γ and IL-12p70 correlated in both biopsies from EM
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lesions and control skin (p≤0.01 for both, rho=0.687 and rho=0.771, respectively),
which validates the finding since IL-12p70 induce and maintains secretion of IFN-γ.
The expression of IL-4 and IL-10 did not differ between the asymptomatic and the
symptomatic patients (figure 9c-d). Both IL-4 and IL-10 were generally found in small
amounts in the biopsies. None of the four cytokine expressions in the control skin
biopsies differed between the two patient groups. Furthermore, no differences were
found between the cytokine expressions in the EM biopsies compared with the
corresponding control biopsies (figure 9a-h), nor were there any differences in the
systemic expression levels of the cytokines between symptomatic and asymptomatic
patients. No correlation was found between cytokine expression in the skin and the
systemic cytokine expression, which indicates that the inflammatory response towards
the B. burgdorferi s.l. infection is local, not systemic.
The decreased local expression of the proinflammatory cytokine IFN-γ in EM lesions
from symptomatic patients compared with asymptomatic patients supports the
hypothesis that a strong Th1-type response is required early in the B. burgdorferi s.l.
infection to ensure a successful clinical outcome. The expression of the
proinflammatory IL-12p70 also tended to be reduced in symptomatic EM patients, a
tendency that was strengthened by the correlation between the expressions of the two
proinflammatory cytokines. Surprisingly, the local cytokine expression did not differ
between biopsies from EM lesions and from unaffected control skin. Speculatively, the
lack of difference in cytokine expression between EM lesions and unaffected skin
could reflect a temporary general elevation of cytokine levels in the skin due to B.
burgdorferi s.l. infection. However, other studies on cytokine expression in normal
unaffected skin show no or very low cytokine expression compared with infected or
diseased skin (172,199). Another speculative explanation for the cytokine expression
in the unaffected skin is the possibility of constitutive expression of cytokines in the
entire skin as a part of the first line of defence against the outer environment, keeping
the immune system in a constant state of alertness. There are a few reports of the Th1associated cytokines IL-12p70 and IL-18 that have been shown to be constitutively
expressed by keratinocytes (200,201). The differences in cytokine expression could
not be explained by bacteria strain, or the patient’s allergy predisposition. These
results are the first, to our knowledge, to find a possible association between the early
local cytokine expression in EM lesions of LB patients and the clinical outcome.
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Figure 9 A-D. Immunohistochemical analysis of the number of cytokine-expressing cells in
skin biopsies from erythema migrans lesions. Expression of IL-12p70 (A), IFN-γ (B), IL-4
(C) and IL-10 (D) from patients with (n=7) and without (n=18) persistent symptoms six
months post-treatment. Horizontal lines represent the median. The Mann-Whitney U-test
followed by a manual Bonferroni correction was used for statistical analysis. P ≤ 0.0125 was
considered significant.
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Figure 9 E-H. Immunohistochemical analysis of the number of cytokine-expressing cells in
skin from unaffected skin biopsy controls. Expression of IL-12p70 (E), IFN-γ (F), IL-4 (G)
and IL-10 (H) from patients with (n=7) and without (n=18) persistent symptoms six months
post-treatment. Horizontal lines mark the median. The Mann-Whitney U-test followed by a
manual Bonferroni correction was used for statistical analysis. P ≤ 0.0125 was considered
significant.

Cytokine expression after tick bite (paper IV)
The systemic expression of three of the 18 analysed immune markers differed when
compared between the four groups of study subjects in the first set of samples. The
neutrophil-associated calprotectin was detected at higher levels in study subjects who
developed clinical LB (Group 1) after a bite by a B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected tick
compared with subjects who seroconverted but did not develop clinical LB
(asymptomatics, Group 2) after a bite by an infected tick, and with subjects bitten by a
B. burgdorferi s.l.-uninfected tick (uninfected, Group 4) (figure 10a). The IFN-γinduced chemokine CXCL10 was detected at higher levels in study asymptomatic
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subjects compared with all other study groups (figure 10b). Higher levels of MMP-3
were detected in blood from subjects bitten by uninfected ticks compared with subjects
who neither developed clinical LB nor seroconverted after a bite by an infected tick
(Group 3) (figure 10c). However, the levels of MMP-3 did not differ between the three
groups of subjects bitten by B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected ticks.
Only one of the 18 analysed immune markers differed when compared between the
four groups of study subjects in the second set of samples. Higher levels of IL-12p70
were detected in blood from asymptomatic subjects compared with both subjects who
developed clinical LB after a bite by a B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected tick and subjects
bitten by uninfected ticks (figure 10d).
A discriminating immune biomarker could neither be found when comparing the
immune marker expressions between tick-bitten individuals bitten by B. burgdorferi
s.l.-infected ticks and individuals bitten by uninfected ticks, nor when comparing the
subjects bitten by infected ticks but who had different clinical outcomes. However,
although no biomarker was found, differences between the study groups with different
outcomes were found and the findings showed that tick-bitten study subjects who later
on would become asymptomatics had higher expression of the Th1-associated
chemokines CXCL10 (first set of subjects) and cytokine IL-12p70 (second set of
subjects) than tick-bitten individuals who would develop clinical LB. These results
further strengthen the hypothesis that an early strong Th1-type immune response is
required for a good clinical outcome. Calprotectin was expressed in higher levels in
blood from study subjects who would develop LB compared with asymptomatic
subjects, which surprised us since calprotectin is abundant in neutrophils, which are
cells that would probably favour proinflammatory responses, resulting in a good
clinical outcome. Furthermore, IFN-γ is important for enhancing the neutrophils’
activity and functions (202) and therefore the decreased levels of CXCL10 in
combination with the increased levels of calprotectin could speculatively suggest a
decreased influence of IFN-γ on neutrophils, with impaired neutrophil function as a
result.
Taken together, the results from both the EM patients and the newly tick-bitten
individuals corroborate previous reports of predominating Th1 responses in LB
patients (172–174,176,177,182,203), but also corroborate previous reports of an
association between good clinical outcome of disseminated LB and strong
proinflammatory Th1-like immune responses (180,182,194,204). A previously
reported experimental study on mice susceptible to B. burgdorferi s.l. (170) showed
that the successful outcome of B. burgdorferi s.l. infection also depends on a
downregulating anti-inflammatory Th2-like immune response following the early
strong proinflammatory response, in order to balance and properly shut down the
inflammatory response.
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Figure 10. Multiplex bead assay detection of biomarkers in sera from newly tick-bitten study
subjects from the first set of subjects (A-C) and the second set of subjects (D). Systemic levels
of calprotectin (A), CXCL10 (B), MMP-3 (C) and IL-12p70 (D). The study groups consisted
of individuals bitten by a B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected tick and who developed clinical LB
(Group 1, 1st set n=11, 2nd set n=7), bitten by a B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected tick and who
seroconverted but did not develop clinical LB (Group 2, 1st set n=10, 2nd set n=18), bitten by a
B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected tick and who did not seroconvert or develop LB (Group 3, 1st set
n=27, 2nd set n=27) and bitten by a B. burgdorferi s.l.-uninfected tick and who did not
seroconvert or develop LB (Group 4, 1st set n=29, 2nd set n=26). Horizontal lines mark the
median. The Kruskal-Wallis test showed significant (p ≤ 0.05) changes across groups, and
was followed by a Mann-Whitney U-test (significant p-values shown in the figure) for
comparison between the groups. P value ≤ 0.05 was considered significant.
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Differences in T cell markers during the course of
experimental B. burgdorferi s.s. infection (paper III)
A good clinical outcome after a B. burgdorferi s.l. infection is associated with an early
strong pro-inflammatory Th1-like immune response that is downregulated by an antiinflammatory Th2-like response. This has been shown in studies on both human LB
patients and on experimentally infected mice (170,180,182,194,195,205). However,
Th1 and Th2 immune responses do not act alone during the immune response towards
B. burgdorferi s.l. since it has been shown that cytotoxic T cells, Th17 cells and Treg
are present during the immune response or respond to B. burgdorferi s.l. stimulation
(176,177,181,203). In order to elucidate the interplay between the different T cell
subsets during the course of infection and to investigate if there are differences in the
activation of the different subsets, we studied T cell markers in relation to the outcome
of B. burgdorferi s.s. infection in mice that were immune-deviated and compared it to
mice with B. burgdorferi s.s. infection without immune deviation.
Clinical signs of infection
Both Bb and the immune-deviated BbId mice showed increased joint swelling
compared with untreated uninfected controls. The BbId mice showed increased
tibiotarsal joint swelling compared with Bb mice on day 26 p.i. (p=0.035) but the total
histopathology score did not differ between the two groups. However, the BbId mice
showed increased infiltration of neutrophils in the joints compared to Bb mice on day
28 p.i. (p=0.049).
The BbId mice had increased spirochaetal load in their ear biopsies from day 28 p.i.
and 43 p.i. compared with day 15 p.i. (p=0.040 and p=0.010, respectively. Figure 11).
No such changes were found in ear biopsies from Bb mice. Trend for increased
spirochaetal load in BbId mice compared with Bb mice was found on day 28 p.i. and
had become a significant difference on day 43 p.i. (p=0.008).
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Figure 11. Spirochaetal load in ear biopsies and urinary bladders from experimental B.
burgdorferi s.s.-infected C3H/HeN mice. Measurement of spirochaetal load in ear biopsies
(A) and B. burgdorferi s.s. DNA quantification in urinary bladders (B) in two experimental
groups (n=21 in each group) The boxes represent the median with 25th and 75th percentiles
and with min-max whiskers. A Mann-Whitney U-test and Kruskal-Wallis test followed by a
post hoc Mann-Whitney U test were used for the comparisons between and within the groups,
respectively.

The increased joint swelling and delayed eradication of B. burgdorferi s.s. bacteria in
BbId mice compared to Bb mice corroborate our previous report on this experimental
model (195). Interestingly, a discrepancy was found between the spirochaetal load in
the ear biopsies and the urinary bladders. The discrepancy was probably due to the
difference in tissue expression of the B. burgdorferi s.l.-binding extracellular protein
decorin (206), which is highly expressed in skin but not in bladders (207,208).
Local mRNA expression of T cell subset markers
The local mRNA expression of the 14 different T cell subset markers in inguinal
lymph nodes did not change significantly in BbId mice during the course of infection,
although a trend for decreased expression of EBI-3 mRNA (subunit of IL-27 and IL35) was found (p=0.064). Bb mice showed decreased mRNA expression of IL-4
(p=0.018), IL-10 (p=0.018) and EBI-3 (p=0.009) over the course of infection (figure
12). The decrease of the Th2-associated IL-4 mRNA in inguinal lymph nodes in Bb
mice but not in BbId mice suggests a Th2-deviated response in the BbId mice, which
is also in line with our previous study (195). The decrease of both Th1-antagonistic IL4 and the mainly anti-inflammatory IL-10 in the Bb mice may suggest a decrease in
the anti-inflammatory response during the resolution of the disease. EBI-3 is one of the
subunits of both the Th1-associated IL-27 and the Treg-associated IL-35 cytokines,
thus the decrease of EBI-3 in Bb mice during the course of infection may be
interpreted as a decreased Th1 or Treg response. Irrespective of the exact nature of the
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response, a decrease in the T cell subsets indicates that the inflammatory response has
been terminated in Bb mice.
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Figure 12. mRNA expression of markers for Th1 (EBI-3), Th2 (IL-4 and IL-10), Treg (EBI3) subsets in two experimental B. burgdorferi s.s.-infected (n = 21 in each group) groups of
C3H/HeN mice. The relative expression was calculated with the ΔΔCT method with control
mice (n = 7) as a calibrator and GAPDH as a reference gene. The boxes represent the median
with 25th and 75th percentiles and with min-max whiskers. A Kruskal-Wallis test followed by
a post hoc Mann-Whitney U test was used for the comparisons within the groups.

No significant differences between BbId and Bb mice mRNA expression were found
at any time point for any of the 14 markers. This may be because the life of cytokines
is short and dynamic and therefore we may not have chosen the most optimal time
frame for measurement. However, a strong trend for higher levels of IL-12p40
(subunit of the homodimer IL-12p80, the heterodimers IL-12p70 and IL-23) mRNA
expression was found in Bb mice on day 43 p.i. compared with BbId mice (p=0.057,
figure 13a). BbId mice had at the same time point strong trends of higher levels of
both Foxp3 (Treg) and GM-CSF (cytotoxicity) mRNA expression compared with Bb
mice (p=0.053 and p=0.057, respectively. Figure 13b-c). The trend for higher
expression of IL-12p40 in Bb mice at day 43 p.i. may suggest a resolution of the
inflammation due to the IL-12p40 homodimer’s function as an IL-12 receptor
antagonist, but could likewise suggest an increase of the Th1 and/or Th17 response in
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the Bb mice due to the role of IL-12p40 as a subunit in the Th1- and Th17-associated
cytokines IL-12p70 and IL-23. The growth factor GM-CSF has been reported to
increase both the number and activity of cytotoxic effector cells (209,210) and the
trend for higher expression of GM-CSF in BbId mice compared to Bb mice at day 43
p.i. may therefore suggest that the inflammation is still on-going in the BbId mice.
Lastly, the Treg-associated transcription factor Foxp3 (211,212) also had a trend for
higher expression in BbId mice compared to Bb mice at the late phase of infection and
this may suggest that Tregs are also present during this time point of infection,
compatible with an on-going inflammation. The finding of Tregs being present in the
late phase of infection is in line with one of our previous reports that patients with
persistent symptoms of LB had higher B. burgdorferi s.l.-induced expression of Foxp3
in blood mononuclear cells than healthy controls (181).
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Figure 13. mRNA expression of markers for Th1 (IL-12p40), Th2 (IL-12p40), Treg (Foxp3)
subsets and cytotoxicity (GM-CSF) in two experimental B. burgdorferi s.s.-infected (n = 21 in
each group) groups of C3H/HeN mice. The relative expression was calculated with the ΔΔCT
method with control mice (n = 7) as a calibrator and GAPDH as a reference gene. The boxes
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Systemic levels of T cell subset markers
Three of the eleven immune markers analysed in sera differed between Bb, BbId and
healthy control mice. The BbId group showed decreased levels of the Th1-associated
chemokine CXCL9 compared with Bb mice on day 15 p.i. (P=0.007, figure 14b),
suggesting a decreased Th1 response, which is compatible with a Th2 deviation. Bb
mice showed an increase in both Th1-associated chemokine CXCL9 and CXCL10 at
all time points compared with day 0 p.i. (p≤0.015 for all, figure 15c), suggesting an
on-going Th1-type response in the Bb mice. BbId mice, on the other hand, showed an
initial decrease in both chemokines on day 15 p.i. compared with day 0 p.i. (p≤0.008
for all, figure 15d), which instead suggests a weakened or absent Th1 response. Both
Bb and BbId mice showed increased levels of CXCL9 and CXCL10 compared with
controls at several time points (figure 14b-c). The third immune marker that differed,
the Th17-associated IL-22, showed increased levels in BbId mice compared with
controls on day 43 p.i (figure 14a).
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Taken together, the findings in this study support the hypothesis that a strong initial
Th1-like response, followed by an anti-inflammatory response, is needed for optimal
resolution of B. burgdorferi s.l. infection. Although the differences in mRNA
expression between the two groups of mice only reached the level of trends, these
findings were also in line with the hypothesis. Even though the findings are in line
with our hypothesis, the anti-inflammatory response seems to be more complex than
just a Th1-antagonistic Th2 response.
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Conclusions
 25% of the ticks that had bitten individuals included in this thesis were infected by
B. burgdorferi s.l. However, few of the ticks transmitted the bacteria to the human
host and caused an infection since only 3.7% developed LB and another 4.9% of the
individuals bitten by infected ticks developed asymptomatic infection. The relative
risk of developing B. burgdorferi s.l. infection is RR=2.6 for individuals bitten by
B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected ticks compared to individuals bitten by uninfected ticks.
Approximately one third of all tick-bitten individuals (27%) experienced symptoms
possibly associated with LB despite the low risk of disease and infection.
Individuals bitten by infected ticks were more likely to report experiencing
symptoms than individuals bitten by uninfected ticks. The number of reported
symptoms did not differ between the two groups, which is not surprising since these
non-specific symptoms are also quite common in the general population. Thus, the
risk of developing LB after a bite by a B. burgdorferi s.l.-infected tick is low.
 The majority of the tick-bitten individuals who developed B. burgdorferi s.l.
infection, irrespective of the infectious status of the tick, had an asymptomatic
infection, i.e. they did not develop LB. These results suggest that an asymptomatic
infection is the most common outcome after a tick bite transmitting the infection,
even if the tick was infected with B. burgdorferi s.l.
 Symptomatic EM patients, i.e. those with persistent symptoms at the six-month
follow-up, showed decreased expression of Th1 cytokines in EM lesions compared
with asymptomatic EM patients. Furthermore tick-bitten individuals who developed
asymptomatic infection showed an increase of early Th1-associated biomarkers in
blood, only a few days after the tick bite, compared to individuals who developed
clinical LB. Taken together, these results suggest that a good clinical outcome of
LB is associated with a strong Th1 response early in the infection, supporting the
hypothesis.
 An early immune biomarker for the clinical outcome of a B. burgdorferi s.l.
infection after tick bite could not be found when screening the blood samples from
tick-bitten individuals. Although three immune markers differed between
individuals who developed LB and individuals with asymptomatic infection, none
of the markers clearly discriminated between the groups.
 Th2-immune-deviated B. burgdorferi s.s.-infected mice could not eradicate the
spirochaete as efficiently as B. burgdorferi s.s.-infected mice. The immune-deviated
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mice also had more pronounced clinical signs of infection than infected mice. The
non-deviated infected mice showed a decrease of mRNA expression associated with
Th2, anti-inflammatory and Treg/Th1 responses during the course of infection,
which suggests a termination of the inflammatory response that was not seen in the
immune-deviated mice. The trends for increased expression of pro-inflammatory
GM-CSF and Treg marker Foxp3 in immune-deviated mice suggested ongoing
inflammation. Non-deviated mice showed increases of CXCL9 and CXCL10 at all
time points compared with day 0 p.i. (p0.014), whereas immune-deviated mice
showed an initial decrease in both chemokines at day 15 p.i. compared with day 0
p.i. (p0.008). Thus, although the findings are not fully clear-cut, the clinical signs
of infection together with the findings of mRNA expression in inguinal lymph
nodes and systemic chemokine expression support the hypothesis of a need for a
strong Th1 response followed by anti-inflammatory response for optimal resolution.
In conclusion, the risk of developing LB after a tick bite is low, and no infection or
asymptomatic infections are the most common outcome after a tick bite. The findings
on the early immune response in humans and the immune response towards B.
burgdorferi s.s. infection in mice support the hypothesis that a strong proinflammatory Th1 response is needed for an optimal clinical outcome and eradication
of bacteria.
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Future perspectives
In view of the results in this thesis, it would be interesting to continue recruiting newly
tick-bitten individuals to the TBD Sting study and continue to investigate the risk of
developing both LB and asymptomatic infection after tick bite, and the prevalence of
different subtypes of B. burgdorferi s.l. in the ticks, and correlate the clinical outcome
with the prevalence of B. burgdorferi s.l.. In addition, epidemiological and
microbiological aspects should also be investigated. The TBD Sting study is one of the
few studies designed to investigate newly tick-bitten individuals and the ticks that bite
them, instead of investigating LB patients who were bitten by a tick weeks to months
prior to participation in a study. Therefore the study is a unique opportunity to study
the early events in the immune response against the B. burgdorferi s.l. bacteria.
Another investigation I would like to see continued is the study of early immune
biomarkers conducted on blood samples collected from the study subjects in the TBD
Sting study. A continuation would consist of larger groups of individuals that are
analysed and a larger spectrum of immune markers. In this thesis we did not find a
discriminatory early immune marker for the clinical outcome after a tick bite.
However, it may be that there is no single marker for the clinical outcome; perhaps a
combination of several early immune markers together may serve as a prognostic
marker.
Another investigation of interest would be to study the inherent differences in the
immune system of different individuals. This could be conducted by investigating the
expression levels of immunological genes from LB patients with and without
persistent symptoms post-treatment, but also from individuals with asymptomatic
infection, and healthy individuals. The gene expression could be screened with a
microarray assay, which can analyse a huge amount of genes simultaneously. This
investigation could hopefully, like the study on early biomarkers, pinpoint the
immunological markers that differ between individuals with different clinical
outcomes of LB.
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